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It’s a case of ‘so far, so good’ for Inmarsat in the early stages of the
Global Xpress Ka-band VSAT programme, as the first satellite in
the network reaches its orbital position ahead of live service testing
nmarsat has reported that the
first Inmarsat-5 Ka-band satellite
in its Global Xpress constellation
has arrived at its geosynchronous
orbital location, and has begun payload testing.
The first spacecraft in the Global
Xpress (GX) network reached its on-station location at 63 degrees East on
January 26, having travelled 12 million
kilometres since its launch from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome on December 8.
From this location the satellite will
provide service across Europe, Africa
and parts of Asia.
Since that date Inmarsat says that

I

The first GX satellite has reached its
location at 63 degrees East

the satellite has been undergoing
approximately one month of intensive payload testing to prepare for the
first live testing of the Global Xpress
service, scheduled to start in March.
The satellite, part of a US$1.6 billion investment programme by
Inmarsat, features 89 beams and six
steerable high-power spot beams,
which the company says will enable it
to dynamically allocate and increase
capacity based on customer demand.
Franco Carnevale, Inmarsat-5 programme manager, commented that:
"All systems including plasma
propulsion, thermal control, guidance and power systems have performed impeccably."
"Complex mechanical deployments of solar arrays, antennas and
radiators have all been accomplished
successfully."
Engineers at Inmarsat’s Satellite
Control Centre in London spent the
first week after achieving orbital position preparing the payload for another team of Inmarsat and Boeing engineers based at the satellite access station (SAS) test station at Nemea,
Greece, to conduct tests to ensure all
systems had survived the launch and
space flight.
"They will be testing the spacecraft’s
ability to provide high-level performance connectivity to fixed beams using
50 MHz RF channels, plus very high
bandwidths’ channels through six
beams, steerable anywhere over the

visible Earth," said Mr Carnevale.
"They will also be recording
detailed measurements of all the
transfer functions, including antenna
pointing accuracy, receive sensitivity
and transmitted power."

Subsequent spacecraft
Inmarsat says that the second and
third I-5 spacecraft, which will complete global coverage for the Ka-band
service if successfully launched, are
now in the final stages of testing at
the Boeing plant in California, USA.
Those two satellites are both
scheduled to be launched before the
end of 2014, according to Inmarsat,
with the provision of commercial
broadband services over the network
to follow in 2015 once similar preparation and testing of these additional
satellites has been achieved.
A fourth Global Xpress satellite is
also to be constructed by Boeing after
Inmarsat triggered an option in the
companies’ existing contract, in late
2013, to proceed with the construction of an additional spacecraft.
The programme schedule for this
fourth satellite has a delivery date of
mid-2016, with the dual strategic role
of acting as a potential “early available spare” in the event of a launch
failure of any of the first three satellites, while also providing Inmarsat
with the ability to further enhance its
network should its original three I-5s
reach orbit as planned.
DS

“Ready for the Internet”
Captain Victorio Velonza, Q.C. Manager, Ishima Shipmanagement Singapore

Ishima International Shipmangement in Singapore operates 27 ships in world wide
trade. Captain Victorio Velonza has already installed Dualog Connection Suite on
all the ships with a clear plan to move forward.
“Our experience with Dualog is a combination of a user-friendly system and people
you can trust. As we are now looking forward to introducing Internet onboard, we
know that Dualog Connection Suite will provide exactly what we need to manage
and take control in an eﬀective way”, concludes a smiling Captain Velonza.
www.dualog.com
(+47) 77 62 19 00 or sales@dualog.com
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www.iridium.com

with one Iridium Burst transmission, says
the satellite operator.
Iridium Burst is available as a pay-perIridium Communications has launched a
use service compatible with the Iridium
global data broadcast service enabling
9602GDB receiver, and in future devices
enterprises to send data to an unlimited
from Iridium and Iridium partners.
number of devices.
“With the launch of this new broadcast
Iridium Burst’s transmissions can peneservice, Iridium Burst, we are filling a void
trate vehicles, buildings, partial obstrucin the satellite industry,” said Bryan
tions and weather phenomenon, says the
Hartin, executive vice president of sales
satellite operator, adding that they are
and marketing for Iridium.
four times more powerful than traditional
“Until now, there was no practical,
satellite data services and can reach any
cost-effective option for transmitting data
place on the planet in less than 20 seconds.
to a large number of remote devices across
The service could be used by shipping
a country or continent. Iridium Burst proand maritime companies for over-the-air
vides new opportunities for our partners
updates and other M2M applications, but
and their customers alike, by enabling
also by maritime agencies notifying rescue
data messaging to tens, hundreds, thouships using Global Maritime Distress and
sands or millions of devices anywhere on
Safety System (GMDSS) of ships in disEarth with one transmission."
tress. Rather than having to contact each
“No other network can provide truly
ship separately, all ships within the releglobal reach and Iridium Burst leverages
vant area can be contacted simultaneously
this unique capability to
broadcast data to an
unlimited number of
devices and will enable
new applications for
satellite communications
that were never before
possible.”
In other news, Iridium
has also announced that it
will launch a new
portable satellite hotspot
system in the first half of
this year.
Iridium GO! creates a
satellite-backed
Wi-Fi
zone anywhere on the
planet, enabling up to
five smartphones to make
calls, get their e-mail, text
and use some apps.
“Iridium GO! enables
people to use their own
trusted devices – their
smartphone or tablet –
even when they are off
Iridium has added to its equipment range with
the cellular grid, all while
the launch of Iridium GO!

maintaining access to their contacts and
applications, as well as reliable voice and
data services,” said Matt Desch, Iridium’s
CEO.
“It is also the lowest cost device and
service offering that Iridium has ever
made, making truly global coverage more
affordable than ever.”
Raising the antenna turns on the
device, which then connects to the Iridium
network and establishes a Wi-Fi connection. By using a special app, individuals
can use their phone or tablet to make voice
calls, text, and report an emergency
through an SOS service.
Designed to withstand rain, sand, dust
and rough use, Iridium GO! provides a
Wi-Fi network with a coverage radius of
100 feet. Users can connect devices wirelessly.
The device will also work with the new
Iridium NEXT satellites that will begin
launching in 2015.
“Iridium GO! is truly a new way of
making mobile satellite connections and
will expand the market for MSS,” said Eric
Verheylewegen, vice president & general
manager for GMPCS.
“It’s small and very portable and doesn’t add any weight to the user’s smartphone. It also has the flexibility to connect
a variety of different devices, and numerous devices at a time, which is unprecedented. It really enables maximum flexibility for our customers – it’s like carrying
a small, personal cell tower with you
wherever you go.”
Iridium is licensing the capability to
allow app developers to utilise its satellite
network through Iridium GO! to tailor
their products to meet the needs of organisations or individuals. It says that developers in the transportation industry, for
example, can link sensors and monitors
from their apps in the vehicle through
Iridium GO!
The product will be available during
the first half of 2014 through select Iridium
distribution partners.

RedPort introduces Optimizer Crew router
www.redportglobal.com
RedPort Global has launched its new
Optimizer Crew satellite broadband Wi-Fi
router, to be used for managing access to
onboard communications systems.
Optimizer Crew lets users share and
control access to a satellite broadband or
GSM data service via a Wi-Fi or Ethernet
network.
The system provides firewalling, filtering, routing, PIN-code access control and
local GPS repeating. It also works with the
company's RedPort Mail application for
access to e-mail and web compression
services, as well as GPS tracking via
RedPort tracking or any GsatTrack-based
service.
RedPort Mail includes an option allowing users to access free GRIB files via email from a number of online services,
showing weather and oceanographic data
with a compatible GRIB file viewer.

Optimizer Crew users can additionally tive portal for operations or crew internet
access GSM services via an optional GSM access, which can be controlled by MB
usage or by time of day. It can also be used
modem and their own SIM card.
"Satellite and GSM airtime costs can add to turn any IP-based satellite data signal
up quickly if a network is left unoptimised. into a Wi-Fi Hotspot.
Network managers need to
protect themselves against
runaway usage, while getting
the most out of their valuable
satellite airtime. Optimizer
Crew does exactly that," said
Dr Luis Soltero, CTO of
RedPort Global.
"Until now, routers with
these features were too
expensive or not designed for
satellite
installations.
Optimiser Crew provides
everything you need to manage your network and control
costs, at a price anyone can
afford."
The Optimizer Crew router can be used to share
The router includes a capa connection among those on board
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Telenor installs VSAT on
North Sea Giant
www.maritimradio.no
Telenor Maritime Radio has announced
that it has secured a contract with North
Sea Shipping to supply a VSAT system to
one of its offshore construction vessels, the
North Sea Giant.
The delivery includes two large VSAT
antennas (2.4 m in diameter), a modem, an
arbitrator for positioning of and switching
between the two antennas, UPS backup, a
router and other equipment for integration of VSAT and internal systems.
The North Sea Giant is currently
docked at Fayard outside Odense,

Denmark, where the VSAT antenna installations were completed.
Telenor Maritime Radio, part of the
Telenor Group, says that its broadband
system will be used to facilitate the transfer of large quantities of data between the
vessel, offshore partners and onshore
operators.
Crew and operational partners will
have access to dedicated networks, with
the ship-to-shore connection guaranteed
through the use of secured lines.
The North Sea Giant was built for
North Sea Shipping in 2010/2011 and
chartered by Technip.
The North Sea Giant will have Telenor Maritime Radio VSAT on board

KVH ships 4,000th TracPhone
www.kvh.com
KVH Industries reports that it recently
shipped its 4,000th TracPhone terminal for
the mini-VSAT Broadband network, noting that it has added more than 1,000 units
in the past year.
The US-based satcom provider says
that in 2013, its Ku-band network delivered 370 terabytes of data and 23 million
voice minutes to vessels around the world.
KVH explains that it more than doubled the capacity of its VSAT network last
year by deploying Variable Coding,
Spreading, and Modulation (VCSM) technology provided by ViaSat.
The company's mini-VSAT Broadband
service uses a combination of 19 Ku-band
transponders and 3 C-band beams to provide global coverage.
“KVH has a unique approach in the
satellite communications industry because
we offer a true end-to-end solution,” said
CEO Martin Kits van Heyningen.
“We not only design and manufacture
our own antenna hardware, we also operate the satellite network, manage the airtime service, and provide around-theclock global support."
"Whether it is an IT manager in charge
of a major international fleet or a captain
in charge of a charter yacht, the single-

source approach we offer is invaluable
when combined with the performance of
our antenna systems and the reliability of
our network.”
Among the 4,000 KVH units deployed
include more than 100 for the US Coast
Guard, with the company having recently
passed that milestone installation.
That 100th terminal was supplied under
KVH’s 10-year contract to supply satellite
communications to the US Coast Guard’s
fleet of small cutters. The 10-year deal was
announced in September 2010, and was
valued at approximately $42 million.
To date, KVH’s TracPhone V7 systems
have been deployed on 105 USCG vessels
across eight different classes of cutters,
with its mini-VSAT Broadband service
providing 29.2 terabytes of data and more
than 835,000 Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) minutes since the contract for hardware, airtime, and support was first
announced.
KVH systems are now in use on cutters
in all US Coast Guard districts in the continental US, as well as in the Persian Gulf,
Guam, and Puerto Rico.
A cutter is a USCG designation for any
vessel over 65 feet in length, including
coastal patrol boats, seagoing buoy tenders, and fast-response cutters used for
operations including drug interdiction,

KVH has shipped 4,000 terminals from its range of antennas

maritime border security, anti-piracy
tasks, search and rescue operations, and
humanitarian efforts.
KVH says that the low latency of the
service has proven particularly important
to USCG in allowing for the processing of
biometric information from vessel to shore,
a key part of immigration and law enforcement activities.
“In the face of rapidly expanding data
communications requirements, including
real-time use of biometric technology,
homeland security efforts, and extended
worldwide operations, the US Coast
Guard needed a global communications
solution robust enough to support these
demands and rugged enough for even the
most demanding maritime conditions,”
said Mr Kits van Heyningen,.
“Affordability was a critical factor for
the US Coast Guard as well, and our miniVSAT Broadband network offers a costeffective solution to replace expensive
legacy services and still provide global
coverage.”
In addition to the expansion of its miniVSAT user base KVH will also bring its
new IP-MobileCast content delivery service online later this year.
The new service is designed to deliver
news, entertainment, sports, and training
content directly to subscribing vessels over
the top of the mini-VSAT Broadband connection using a separate data stream and
idle network bandwidth such that the content delivery will not affect the customer’s
data plan or onboard data speed.
It will also deliver operational data such
as electronic chart updates and weather
information.
The IP-MobileCast content will be provided by KVH Media Group, which was
formed after KVH’s May 2013 acquisition
of Headland Media.
KVH Media Group’s brands include:
NEWSlink, which provides digital newspapers for merchant vessels and cruise
ships; MOVIElink and TVlink, which provide new-release films and television programmes; SPORTSlink, which provides
sports highlights and video clips from
around the world; MUSIClink, which provides music channels onboard; and
TRAININGlink, which provides maritime
safety films.
In preparation for this expansion in
services KVH recently began a project to
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double the capacity available from two of
the three global C-band beams used for its
mini-VSAT Broadband network, with the
increased capacity taking effect in
February.
KVH first introduced C-band overlay
coverage to its existing Ku-band network
less than two years ago, and it says that it
has seen installations of its dual-mode
TracPhone V11-IP satcom system, which
can connect to either Ku-band or C-band
frequencies, steadily increase.
The terminal uses a 1-metre diameter
antenna with dual-band transmit and
receive capability to switch between the
mini-VSAT Broadband network's C- and
Ku-band satellite coverage, providing continuity for onboard systems that rely on
internet service availability.
“Vessels using the TracPhone V11-IP
typically need C-band coverage only a
small percentage of the time they are at
sea, because of the extensive Ku-band
capacity of the mini-VSAT Broadband network, which itself has more than doubled
worldwide in the past year,” explains
Marc Edwards, KVH's network operations
director.
“This unique network architecture
allows us to provide the power and speed
of a modern maritime VSAT service with
the global coverage typical of global L-band
services like Inmarsat FleetBroadband.”
The C/Ku-band mini-VSAT Broadband
service provides vessels travelling
between 75°N and 70°S latitude with
broadband data connections. In most
areas, the mini-VSAT service uses Kuband transponders to provide downloads
at rates up to 4 Mbps.
KVH says that its mini-VSAT
Broadband network also has wide regulatory approval that C-band-only maritime
VSAT services are unable to provide due
to regulatory restrictions that generally
limit their use to 200km offshore.
For coastal and in-port use, KVH's
mini-VSAT Broadband network relies on
Ku-band coverage, which is generally permitted. In areas outside of its Ku-band
coverage and for redundant backup service, the TracPhone V11-IP automatically
switches over to C-band global beams.
The C-band service also has a much
longer wavelength than Ku-band services,
providing improved resilience to rain and
other adverse weather conditions.
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Keep in touch_
83 cm VSAT system
(intellian)
from

$1.400
per month

+ airtime
(european coverage)

+ complete installation

36 month lease

(ADE + BDE + INSTALLATION)

global coverage
24/7 support

VSAT

+31 (0)183 401025 | INFO@OCEANSAT.COM | WWW.OCEANSAT.COM
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shipznet gets over 1,000
seafarers in 6 months

Thuraya launches SatSleeve for Android
www.thuraya.com
Thuraya has launched an Android version
of its SatSleeve device, which brings satellite connectivity to smartphones. The first
version, launched less than a year ago,
was designed for iPhones.
The latest edition of the SatSleeve is
compatible with the Samsung Galaxy S3
and S4. With the device, users can turn
their smartphone into a satellite phone to
make phone calls, send SMS messages and
access apps via Thuraya’s satellite network.
Users dock their Android smartphone
into the SatSleeve and operate it normally
via the Thuraya Satellite network. Its
built-in SOS button allows users to call
one predefined number even without their
smartphone attached.
Additionally, users can send SMS messages, send and receive e-mail, and access
popular social media and instant messaging apps such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter and WhatsApp, among others.
The SatSleeve can be used on the
Thuraya network either with a Thuraya
SIM card or with a standard GSM SIM
card available from one of Thuraya’s GSM
roaming partners. The Android version is
available from all Thuraya Service
Partners.
Randy Roberts, vice president of
Innovation at Thuraya, said: “This latest
release of the SatSleeve illustrates
Thuraya’s focus on market needs by

addressing the installed base of Android
devices and enables us to provide easy
access to satellite services for our Android
customers.”
“Thuraya is progressively working to
provide our users with flexible choices for
their satellite communication needs when
they are travelling or working from areas
unserved by terrestrial networks. Whether
our customers need connectivity through
voice or data services, we are there to keep
them connected.”
In related news, the National Search
and Rescue Agency for the Republic of
Indonesia, Badan SAR Nasional, has
announced that it is to implement a range
of Thuraya systems for use in its search
and rescue efforts.
The government agency will be
installing a combination of Thuraya IP
terminals, the Thuraya Integrated
Communications Solution from Ultra
Electronics - AEP and Thuraya
NettedComms from Speakerbus to integrate its headquarters’ capabilities with
all branch offices, ships, portable units
and land mobile units.
The Agency is comprised of the
National Search and Rescue Centre,
Rescue Coordination Centres and a
Rescue Coordination sub-division.
The contract for the initial phase has
been awarded to Thuraya’s local Service
Partner, PT Mega Sarana Satelit of
Indonesia, and is scheduled for comple-

www.shipz.net

The latest Samsung Galaxy phones now
have their own Thuraya SatSleeve
tion over the course of 2014.
"Thuraya is pleased to support Badan
SAR Nasional to enhance their search and
rescue operations," said Robert Demers,
vice president of government services
at Thuraya.
"The combination of Thuraya’s accredited solutions running over our robust
Thuraya IP service will enable the Agency
to connect their branch offices and ships at
sea to their headquarters via a private network, to communicate instantly and
securely within closed user groups."

German developer bobz reports that the
crew tool of its shipznet near-shore communications system has been adopted by
over 1,000 seafarers within six months of
its introduction.
shipznet provides internet connectivity
via mobile communications networks. It
offers data speeds of up to 20 Mbps by utilising HSPA+/UMTS technology and is
available for a monthly flat rate, without
any additional roaming costs.
The equipment consists of a small
above-deck unit with two antennas and a
below-deck unit which serves as router
and power supply for the above-deck unit.
shipznet provides connectivity near shore
and in harbours, which the company says
can be used to complement FleetBroadband
or Iridium systems, though the crew package can also be a stand-alone solution.
Seafarers can communicate with family
and friends by using vouchers. Bobz says
that should the voucher credit be used up, it
can be recharged with the shipping company or the Master, without the need to search
for a local provider of pre-paid SIM cards.
“Since the introduction of our shipznet
service almost six months ago, we could
inspire over 1,000 users worldwide with the
crew solution. Seafarers can finally access
the internet conveniently near shore or
send e-mails to family and friends,” says
Claudia Bobzin, managing director of bobz.

Rugged,
Weatherproof &
Seaworthy
Are you transmitting voice, video and data via satellite to offices
onshore? By deploying our solutions, you can improve communications
to your vessels at sea – even in extreme environments.
We offer industry-leading modems, dynamic SCPC-based managed
bandwidth, frequency conversion and amplifier solutions that provide
efficient, high-quality, reliable and scalable transport. Our advanced
technologies facilitate fixed and on-the move communications –
integrating with major stabilized antenna platforms, maintaining
connectivity moving through different satellite footprints and enhancing
communication capabilities at sea.
Contact us to learn more about how our rugged, weatherproof and
seaworthy solutions can support your offshore satcom needs.

+1.480.333.2200
sales@comtechefdata.com
www.comtechefdata.com
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Fibre optic solution for Sea Tel antennas
www.cobham.com
Cobham SATCOM has released a Fibre
Optic Solution to reduce the installation
cabling requirements for several of its Sea
Tel VSAT antennas.
The fibre kit replaces the standard
multiple coax cables from the below deck
equipment (BDE) to the above deck
equipment (ADE – the antenna), with a

single fibre optic cable.
It is suitable for use with the Sea Tel
4012GX, XX12, XX09G2/XX10 and 97XX
antenna systems.
“Running multiple coax cables over
significant distances on large vessels can
be very problematic in terms of the initial
installation, maintenance and antenna
performance, which may impact on quality and availability of the voice calling and

data connectivity on board,” says Darren
Manning, senior product manager,
Cobham SATCOM.
Each kit contains a 1U rack mountable
BDE interface, which receives the coax
cables and is linked by fibre cable to an
ADE interface that is typically installed
in the radome base. Cobham says that
no modifications or additions to the
equipment frame are needed and that

necessary interface cabling is included
making the kits suitable for existing and
new installations.
Status LEDs on the front panel of the
BDE enclosure and on the top of the ADE
interface box provide visual status of the
fibre optic link, enabling engineers to
check the connection between the BDE
and ADE should an issue with the vessel’s
communication service arise.
“Using a single fibre optic cable is a
much smarter, more efficient solution
than running multiple cables over
very long distances, which can be a
huge challenge when developing communication networks for large ships,
offshore vessels and platforms,” says
Mr Manning.

The kit replaces the standard multiple coax cables from the below deck equipment

Cruise app for
onboard comms
Costa Cruises has announced the launch
of an application allowing its passengers
to call and text one another and contact
shipboard amenities for free.
MyCosta Mobile, a free app for smartphones and tablets, offers Costa guests
unlimited minutes and texts on board the
14 ships in the fleet when connected to the
Wi-Fi network.
Before embarking on a cruise, guests
need to download MyCosta Mobile from
the App Store or Google Play Store and
then connect to the ship’s Wi-Fi network
once on board to register and launch
the app.
MyCosta Mobile allows passengers to
call and text one another. The App can
also be used to contact a cabin or the ship’s
restaurants, spa, tour office and other
amenities.
Available on iPhones and iPads using
the iOS 5.0 operating system onwards, and
smartphones and tablets using Android
2.3 and onwards, the app comes in six different languages: Italian, English, French,
German, Spanish and Portuguese.

The Costa app allows on-ship calling
over Wi-Fi

First customer for SASS@Sea
www.mediamobil.de
Bremen-based developer MediaMobil has
secured the first customer for its
SASS@Sea bandwidth management system, used to switch automatically between
VSAT and complementary communications systems.
German Tanker Shipping signed a
contract to implement the technology
last month after completing a pilot
on five of its tankers operating in the
North Atlantic, the US East Coast and
the Baltic Sea.
The SASS@Sea system assigns bandwidth according to priorities defined by
the shipping company. Five priority levels
are available, with voice and official communications usually ranked highest.
The system is built around an onboard
gateway, a shore gateway and a service

management system.
The Onboard Multi Services Gateway
(OMSG) works like a router. It is connected to one or two VSAT units and a backup
system (Iridium or Inmarsat, for example).
The Shore Multi Services Gateway (SMSG)
is mainly used for routing and exchange of
monitoring data.
Both gateways classify traffic and control its transmission according to bandwidth assignments imposed by the service
management system.
When the ship is outside of VSAT coverage, traffic is switched to alternative systems like Iridium or Inmarsat. Near shore
and in ports, 3G/4G networks or Wi-Fi
hotspots can also be used.
The service management system and
the OMSG can switch satellite beams
depending on vessel position, heading (to
avoid antenna blocking), running applica-

tions (so as not to interrupt phone calls or
high priority traffic) and bandwidth availability.
The system also has functionality
allowing store and forward data transmission, so heavy files can be sent at off-peak
times.
MediaMobil says that the open architecture of SASS@Sea doesn’t depend on
the two-way satellite IP platform used.
Designed and available for Ku-band, the
mechanism can be adapted to Ka-band
systems, such as Inmarsat’s upcoming
Global Xpress constellation.
Andreas Nil, managing director of
MediaMobil, told Digital Ship that German
Tanker Shipping were “very satisfied”
with SASS@Sea which it tested from
August to December 2013. “They used
three times the amount of traffic they had
expected to use,” he said.

NSSLGlobal opens teleport in Perth
www.nsslglobal.com
NSSLGlobal has opened a new teleport in
Perth, Australia, which will extend its
existing VSAT Ku-Band network in the
South Pacific region.
The UK-based provider of satellite
communications
says
that
its
teleport at the Perth International
Telecommunications Centre will transmit
a new satellite beam, which will provide
Cruise-IP and Broad-IP voice and data coverage to Australia and New Zealand.
Eutelsat’s E172a South Pacific satellite
beam
will
be
integrated
into
NSSLGlobal’s DVBS2-RCS2 network. Its
introduction is due to the high demand
from global maritime & super yacht markets for seamless service across
Australasia with additional beam/Hub
duplication for redundancy and to eliminate blockage, says NSSLGlobal.
The satcom service provider says
that this latest extension gives its
Cruise-IP and Broad-IP services the
most comprehensive coverage in the
industry, encompassing six teleports

and 20 satellite beams.
“Our investment in a new teleport in
Australia shows our commitment to our
customers in Asia and Australasia and
comes on top of our sales and support
office in Singapore,” said managing director Sally-Anne Ray.
“We are committed to providing our
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customers and partners the highest quality satellite communications across the
globe and will continue to add to the geographic reach of our network as satellites
become available.”
The Perth teleport is now open and the
E172a South Pacific beam is live and available to all existing and new customers.

NSSLGlobal has expanded its coverage in the South Pacific
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Bringing the best together
The most important thing we build is trust

+

By uniting the two most trusted brands in the industry – SAILOR
and Sea Tel – Cobham SATCOM provides the world’s largest
portfolio of advanced maritime communications technology and
global support. Today, we are driving a new era of excellence and
innovation for the maritime sector: no one else offers more or
does more to keep vessels of all sizes and their crews connected,
compliant and safe, worldwide.

• The widest choice – the most comprehensive portfolio
of mission–critical maritime communications systems
• The largest coverage – more VSAT and FleetBroadband
installations than any other communication specialist
• The broadest service network – 70+ global service centers,
12 regional offices and 400 trusted distributors, worldwide

For more information visit www.cobham.com/satcom
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SAGA Shipholding to implement
Crew Surf system
www.dualog.com
Saga Shipholding of Norway has signed a
contract with Dualog to implement the
communications services provider’s Crew
Surf system.
Saga, the open-hatch carrier subsidiary
of Japanese company Nippon Yusen
Kaisha (NYK), specialises in the transportation of forest products and breakbulk cargoes, and will use the Crew Surf
system to provide optimised internet
access to its crews.
Crew members can monitor their own
data usage via the application, and can

buy additional internet time on a ‘self-service’ basis.
“We are pleased to sign this contract
with Dualog,” said Nils Otto Berntsen
Bjørhovde, technical manager at Saga
Shipholding (Norway) AS.
“Saga is committed to our crew and we
asked them for the top reasons to stay with
Saga. On the top (of the) list came good
internet services on board. With Crew Surf
from Dualog, we are confident of offering
good and controlled internet to the crew.”
The inclusion of the Saga Shipholding
fleet will bring the total number of vessels
running Dualog services up to 2,200.

Thomas Heide, Dualog, and Nils Otto Bjorhovde, SAGA, mark the agreement

iDirect X7 on Norwegian cruise ship
www.mtnsat.com
MTN Communications reports that
Norwegian Cruise Line is pioneering use
of the iDirect X7 high-performance satellite
modem on one of its ships, the Breakaway.
After six months of tests in its Florida
lab, MTN installed the X7 on the cruise
ship. It says that the modem enables
throughput with speeds up to 100 Mbps.
“Norwegian strives to deliver an unparalleled connectivity experience to passengers
and crew,” said Vincent Cirel, senior vice
president and CIO, Norwegian Cruise Line.
“We are excited to partner with MTN to
leverage the industry’s newest technology.
We were thrilled to be the test bed for the X7.
It has performed extremely well and will be
a cornerstone to support the insatiable
demand for the high-throughput internet,
TV, voice and app services on our ships.”
Dave Bettinger, CTO, iDirect, also commented that “MTN knew it could turn to
Norwegian Cruise Line, an early technolo-

gy adopter, for validation of X7 performance. This leading cruise operator drives
some of the most demanding broadband
requirements for ships at sea, pushing
MTN’s robust network to the limit.”

“The X7 is the most advanced satellite
modem we have ever developed. We were
very excited to put it to the ultimate test –
on a cruise ship with upwards of 6,000 passengers and crew, with thousands of

The Breakaway has been testing the new modem technology for six months

mobile devices.”
Featuring adaptive modulation techniques, the X7 enhances beam switching
through faster network acquisition. It is
optimised for MTN’s high-throughput
multi spotbeam (HTMS) satellite platform,
planned to commence in 2015.
“MTN has a proud history of partnering with industry trailblazers that challenge us to push the boundaries in maritime communications,” said Kevin
McCarthy, COO, MTN.
“We are excited that Norwegian and
iDirect have joined us in this quest. As our
MTN Nexus next-generation hybrid communications ecosystem becomes a reality
this year, the X7 will play a critical role.”
“We will start deploying X7 modems on
many vessels for partners, such as
Norwegian, that share our passion for, and
commitment to, transforming communications at sea.”
MTN Nexus is a hybrid C-/Ku-band
and broadband wireless network.

Globalstar launches Sat-Fi and pre-paid calling
www.globalstar.com
Globalstar, which operates a constellation
of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) L-band satellites,
has launched Sat-Fi, a hotspot system
which can provide satellite connectivity to

smartphones, tablets or laptops via Wi-Fi,
as well as a new pre-paid calling scheme.
The Sat-Fi device must be connected to
an antenna with line of sight to the satellite
to access the Globalstar network, and can
then facilitate multiple connections

The new systems work across the Globalstar network

through a single hotspot unit.
Several crew members can thus connect
their own Wi-Fi enabled device to it, as long
as they are within range of the hotspot,
using their smartphones or computers.
Through an app and the Sat-Fi hotspot,
they can send and receive calls, text messages and e-mails, within the footprint of
Globalstar’s Duplex network (mainly
Northern hemisphere, see map).
Headquartered in Louisiana, Globalstar
expects Sat-Fi to receive final certification
from the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) during the second
quarter of 2014, after which it will sell the
product through its distribution network.
To support its new services Globalstar is
also launching a new pre-paid satellite
phone package for customers in Europe,
the Middle East and North Africa
(EMENA) which it claims to be “the lowest
cost pre-paid service in the mobile satellite
services industry”.
On a 1,000 unit pre-paid card, calls
using a Globalstar satellite phone on the
service cost 40p or €0.48 per minute, which
the company says is cheaper than comparable offerings from competing L-band
providers.
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Pre-paid cards are offered in denominations of 50, 100, 250, 500 and 1,000 minutes,
and can be Personal or Shared (for example, for a ship captain who plans on sharing his satellite phone with his crew).
Globalstar says that this Shared Prepaid service essentially turns every activated Post-paid Globalstar handset into a
satellite “pay phone.”
An Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
platform is used to support the service,
allowing customers to top-up, check
account balances and check their voicemail,
and is available in English, French, Spanish,
Italian, German, Portuguese and Arabic.
“We want people to think of satellite
communications in a whole new way,” said
Globalstar president and CEO, Jay Monroe.
“With Pre-paid service, satellite phone
users have more freedom than ever
before.”
“With the launch of our Pre-paid
service, especially Shared Pre-paid, we are
introducing entirely new groups of users to
satellite telephony. If people were ever worried that using a satellite phone was beyond
their reach, too expensive or too much of a
contractual commitment, they now have a
simple solution with Globalstar.”
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Connections made simple.
Thanks to SeaAccess™ from Harris CapRock, it’s never been easier to connect all the right people in all
the right places.
Providing a range of communication solutions as wide as the world itself, Harris CapRock gives you the winning combination
of global coverage for easy scalability and local resources for more responsive service. What’s more, you won’t ﬁnd a broader
portfolio of communication services anywhere. And if that weren’t enough, we offer you more customizable, ﬂexible
technologies and services than any other service provider in the world.
From an ultra-compact 60 cm C-band solution enabling phone and texting service, to a high-end passenger solution providing
over 50 Mbps to a single vessel, SeaAccess has the most reliable and comprehensive solutions for maritime communications.
Leveraging more than a dozen self-owned and -operated international teleports, customer support centers and a worldwide
support team of more than 275 certiﬁed ﬁeld technicians, we put it all together to deliver global communications you can
always count on.
It’s that simple.

www.harriscaprock.com

RELIABILITY NEVER REACHED SO FAR ™
© 2012 Harris CapRock Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Bringing the industrial internet to maritime
The industrial internet concept, integrated networks of physical machinery, sensors and software,
is changing the way the world does business – and offers a range of opportunities to the maritime industry
to improve operations. In this adapted extract from their whitepaper on the industrial internet in maritime,
Rob Bradenham and Ken Krooner, ESRG, examine the potential impact
he industrial internet concept, which
has already created significant value
in many industries like power generation and commercial aviation is now
becoming a reality for the marine industry.
While the opportunity across industries
will exceed US$10 trillion per year in the
next 15 years, the opportunity for asset
owners, operators and managers to reduce
costs, improve fuel efficiency, and increase
uptime and reliability is approximately
US$20 billion today and will exceed US$50
billion by 2030.[i]
This opportunity exists across sectors,
ranging from super-tankers to inland tugboats and offshore platforms.
In order to capture this opportunity,
asset owners and operators will need to
bring together equipment with sensors,
software analytics and the right people.
While the marine industry has historically
followed other industries in terms of technology, bringing these three components
together is no longer a futuristic vision, but
a present day reality.
Equipment is being installed with more
and more sensors and often that data is
being integrated into more comprehensive
monitoring and control systems. Software
and technology solutions to analyse the
data are either coming from the naval
defence world or land-based solutions are
being converted to marine applications.
Bringing the right, intuitive technology
solution enables an easier transition for the
marine industry to begin incorporating the
industrial internet into how they operate
their assets and businesses.
This article walks through the opportunity open to the marine industry in terms
of revenue, savings and increased return
on investment. In addition to exploring the
opportunity, part two of this article in the
Digital Ship April 2014 issue will lay out
some of the challenges and enablers that
organisations need to consider when defining their strategy for capturing value from
the industrial internet.
In order to capture the value and differentiate oneself from one’s competition,
owners and managers will have to transform their organisations. Not only will
new technology be needed, both in terms
of equipment, data integration and software analytics, organisations will have to
evaluate their human capital and make
investments in people.
While traditional maintenance and operations skillsets will not become obsolete,
they will need to be augmented by data
analytics capabilities. Training of existing
personnel will be needed to provide some
level of data analytics capability and many
organisations will need to bring in new
resources, likely from other industries, to
provide deeper data analytics expertise.
The industrial internet presents an
exciting opportunity for the marine industry. There is huge potential for value cre-

T

ation, however, there are many challenges
to making this happen.
Organisations need to think through
what opportunities they are going to focus
on across time horizons, both short term
and long term. This strategic thinking
should be used in making short term decisions to ensure that investments made to
solve short term goals are aligned with
longer term objectives as well.

and more than energy storage, 3-D printing,
and advanced materials, combined.[ii]
Cisco has estimated that the “internet
of things” would connect 50 billion
devices and create over 14 trillion dollars
of additional profits over the next decade
in increased productivity[iii], while
General Electric estimated the market for
industrial internet technology and services to grow to $500B by 2020.[iv]

Estimated growth in value creation for industrial internet application in maritime
In addition to developing a strategy for
how to incorporate some of the exciting
technology now available, leaders must also
think through all aspects of organisational
change to ensure a return on investment.
For many organisations, the industrial
internet presents an opportunity to
increase profitability, provide greater customer value and create differentiation in
the market.

The industrial internet
concept
The industrial internet concept is quickly
transforming into the next industrial revolution. It is becoming more widespread
across a variety of industries from power
generation to healthcare to commercial
aviation to manufacturing.
McKinsey & Company estimated that in
2025, the industrial internet will be creating
US$2.7-6.2 trillion per year of value – making it one of the most ‘under-hyped’ technologies today and projected to create more
economic impact than advanced robotics,

The basic concept is connecting
machines with each other and with people
to get more out of assets, help people be
more productive, make supply chains
more efficient, enhance customer experience and drive innovation.
There are three primary components of
the industrial internet. General Electric, in
their recent whitepaper ‘Industrial Internet:
Pushing the Boundaries of Minds and
Machines’ defines these as: Intelligent
Machines, Advanced Analytics and People
at Work.
Newer ships launched recently are
equipped with more sensors, providing
more and more performance and condition
data that can be used to operate and maintain that equipment at a higher performance level and lower cost.
This wealth of data, while it can create
value, does create a challenge as it is overwhelming without analytical tools. For
example, a new vessel today might have
over 1,000 data points, which would create
2.6 billion pieces of data over a month, and
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when extrapolated across a fleet of 100
assets would equal over 3 trillion data
points per year.
Software analytics can integrate a variety of data sources in a variety of formats
and use automated algorithms to help
users make sense of the data and turn that
data into actionable information.

The human element
The new information available from this
data is consumed by people as they make
more informed decisions ranging from
planning maintenance to optimising
equipment configuration to prioritising
resources across an enterprise.
In order to transform the data into
actionable information, the people
involved need to have domain expertise in
how the machines operate, how the business works, and how to analyse data.
These people need access to the data and
information through multiple channels,
including web, mobile, intelligent reports,
and enterprise applications.
The application of the industrial internet stretches across countless sectors – in
the words of McKinsey & Company, the
global consultancy, the industrial internet
will include, “monitoring the flow of products through a factory to measuring the
moisture in a field of crops to tracking the
flow of water through utility pipes.”[v]
This new industrial revolution is projected to create significant value for those
who embrace it.
Cisco, at the Internet of Things World
Forum, defined the opportunity as, “The
Internet of Everything brings together people, process, data and things to make networked connections more relevant and
valuable than ever before - turning information into actions that create new capabilities, richer experiences, unprecedented
economic opportunity for businesses, individuals and countries.”
In the industrial space, these new capabilities can help to identify potential issues
prior to failure, better plan maintenance,
and finely tune equipment to optimise
energy efficiency. The industrial internet
will also enable ‘richer experiences’ – creating transparency to allow asset owners,
managers, operators, customers, suppliers
and regulators to better communicate and
work more closely to create mutual value.
While the industrial internet stands to
create significant value for a broad range of
stakeholders, adoption is projected to be
similar to other technology revolutions.
While the industrial internet has moved
beyond only early adopters, and large
manufacturers such as GE, Cisco, Siemens,
and others are making it a key component
of their strategy, many asset owners and
operators are not coming along as fast.
Cisco Chief Operating Officer Gary
Moore added, "This past February we hosted 68 customers and partners from 18
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SMSGlobal launches Se@MeNow

Seafarer's social network, video chat & web mail solution
SMSGlobal Ltd. is proud to announce that Se@MeNow has been launched, a maritime social networking
portal where seafarers can stay in touch with their loved ones trough social walls, photo sharing,
video & voice chat & web mail. In addition users can shop with world-wide delivery,
play games and follow live updates about their favourite sports events.

Se@MeNow

www.seamenow.com

S

e@MeNow functions as the web mail service for all
of SMSGlobal’s 125,000 subscribers using the
CrewCommCenter system. The seafarers’ login
with their CrewCommCenter ID and password to access
Se@MeNow while they are on-shore leave, or located on
Internet connected vessels that do not have the
CrewCommCenter system installed on-board. Family
and loved ones can register their own accounts on the
Se@MeNow web site.

Se@MeNow also accommodates the shipping companies
need to provide information to their crew while at sea
and on-shore. Having only one contact point they can
reach their crews trough the CrewCommCenter system
and the Se@MeNow portal with private E-mails,
training materials and newsletters.

Se@MeNow has been designed as a virtual meeting
place for seafarers and their loved ones where they can
communicate through video chat, wall updates, photos,
files and music sharing. The video chat feature is

“Social networking has become one of the most
important parts of our daily life. With Internet
connectivity becoming more prevalent on-board
merchant vessels, a clear trend in communication is

optimized for maritime broadband limitations and
requires only 35 kbps bandwidth.

Se@MeNow has with this in mind been designed to
connect seafarers at sea with their families and loved
ones on shore, as well as being a connecting point with
their corporate headquarters” says Jan Andre' Heggem,
Managing Director of SMSGlobal.

About SMSGlobal ltd.

CrewCommCenter
SMSGlobal's success has been anchored on merging
these divergent concerns by both the seafarer and the
shipowner.

SMSGlobal was founded in 2003 when the company
introduced the first universal 2-way SMS text messaging
and crew E-mail service for seafarers.

CrewCommCenter provides the seafarer convenient,
affordable, private communications with their loved
ones and friends, enabling them to send and receive Emails and SMS, read News from home, read ship
manager Announcements, converse through low data
Instant Messaging, and Browse the World Wide Web.

SMSGlobal has established offices in Hong Kong &
Philippines and works hand in hand with over 800
telecom operators world-wide integrating various stateof-the-art
technologies.
.......................................

While the crew enjoys all these features,
CrewCommCenter also strongly addresses the
shipowners concerns: limits are set for sending and
receiving messages, thus usage is controlled; fixed
monthly charges for each module, thus cost is
predictable; access restrictions, content control,
whitelisting or blacklisting thus security is guaranteed;
simple, industry standard protocols and interfaces for
system management and remote configurations thus
ease of maintenance and administration is guaranteed;
and finally; CrewCommCenter is a software-based
solution thus no need for costly capital outlays for
additional hardware.

LTD

3,200 vessels are now equipped with SMSGlobal's
CrewCommCenter system – having 125,000 seafarers
exchanging 2,300,000 messages monthly with over
1,350,000 friends and loved ones on-shore.
The
launch
of
Se@MeNow
further
cement
CrewCommCenter as the market leading crew
communications solution that merges each sector's
divergent concerns into a single platform.

access to social networking sites and online chat. These
ways of keeping contact with home adds significant
value to the on-board communication services.

GLOBAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

CrewCommCenter and Se@MeNow is offered by some
of the biggest maritime industry service providers:
Inmarsat Direct Sales, H2O, J-Sat Mobile, Horizon
Mobile and SeaSecure.
For more information:
www.smsglobal.net
andreheggem@smsglobal.net
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countries to talk about the Internet of
Things. We brought them all together and
helped them start the dialog and think
about processes, standards and how do we
monetise
this
moving
forward?
Companies that don't embrace this are
going to get left behind."[vi]

Benefits for maritime
The industrial internet concept can be
applied across almost all aspects of the
marine industry.
Segments from fishing to container
shipping to offshore oil and gas stand to
increase performance tremendously by
enabling their equipment to provide people with actionable information to make
better decisions.
Across segments, the marine industry
will benefit from using the data to reduce
fuel consumption, increase equipment reliability, decrease maintenance costs, and
ensure environmental compliance. Based
on the global fleet as of 2013, the value creation potential is estimated at approximately US$20 billion.
With more new-builds being equipped
with smarter machines and more robust
technology infrastructure, that value creation potential is projected to grow at 15-20
per cent per year for the next 5 years.
While all sectors in marine would like
equipment that operates more efficiently
and does not fail, some sectors have specific opportunities to create value.[vii]
Container ships are one particular
example. Container ships can apply the
concept to increase equipment reliability

and thus increase schedule reliability and
deliver better value to their customers and
differentiate themselves.
They can also use the existing data on
board to operate their ships more efficiently
such as optimising the configuration of generators based on the actual electrical load
and the actual performance of those specific generators on board that specific ship.
Container ships can also utilise the realtime electrical load on the ship (with
changes primarily driven by the number of
refrigerated containers being transported)
and optimise the vessel speed to minimise
total fuel consumption, including both
propulsion fuel consumption as well as
electrical generation consumption.
This can translate to millions of dollars
per year in fuel consumption reduction
and hundreds of thousands of dollars per
year in maintenance cost avoidance. Not to
mention the incremental value of more
revenue and greater customer value with a
more reliable asset.
Outside of just container shipping, the
benefits for most sectors can be categorised
a few ways.
First, there are benefits by shifting to
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM), both
reducing maintenance costs as well as
energy consumption. It is easy for maintenance planners to defer maintenance when
there is not a clear reason for why it is necessary now.
For example, what could be a $5,000
maintenance event (fuel injector maintenance) could easily be lined out to save
$5,000, only to have that issue propagate

into a $750,000 top end overhaul during
dry dock.
By doing the right maintenance, at the
right time, at the right cost, additional surprises could be avoided during extended
maintenance periods. In this example,
there is additional value created by returning the cylinder to ‘like new’ condition and
minimising excessive fuel consumption.
In addition to CBM there is also CBO –
Condition Based Operations. CBO is where
operators use real-time data and analytics
to make better operational decisions to
optimise the operation of the asset.
Examples of CBO include using realtime performance data to optimise which
generators are being utilised for different
electric demand situations, and using realtime performance data to optimise speed,
trim and draft. Both the CBM and CBO
philosophies can be acted upon by
onboard and on shore users.
Onboard users can use that information
in real-time to make better maintenance
and operations decisions, while shorebased users can use the information to plan
more effectively at the enterprise level as
well as manage operator performance
across assets.
In the marine space, not only will operators and managers on board and on shore
benefit from the industrial internet, all levels of leadership as well as external stakeholders stand to see benefits. Senior management can have a better understanding
of the health of their enterprise, prioritise
issues across a fleet and can see and measure the impact of their policy decisions.
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Vessel lifecycle will also be an important factor in how the industrial internet is
adopted in the marine space.
New vessels are often being built with
significant sensoring and a strong technology infrastructure. This will make it easier
for that data to be consumed by analytics
applications in order to convert it into
actionable information.
On board new builds, the required
investment could be very low, enabling
fast payback times and therefore fast adoption of the industrial internet concept.
Older ships, without electronic engines
and little sensorisation, will face a different
required investment than newer ships with
built in sensors in order to capture value.
Owners of older, existing ships will
have to weigh the increased investment in
sensors, data integration, networking and
communications with the potential return.
While the benefits will likely significantly
overcome the required investment for
higher value assets, it will be less clear cut
for older, lower value vessels with little
existing technology infrastructure.
Based on an analysis of the approximately 100,000 ships in the global fleet
today, there are 20,000-30,000 ships sailing
the oceans that already have some technology infrastructure in place and would be
able to easily justify the investment
required to start taking advantage of the
onboard data.
This number is expected to grow at
3,000-7,000 per year, with most newbuilds
incorporating a solid technology infrastructure in the shipyard during construction.
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20 years experience. 1 simple solution.
•
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Type Approved PMS
Minimal Training Required
Rapid Technical Support Service
No ‘Per Seat’ or any Annual License Fees
Global Customer Base from VLCC’s to Workboats
Complete Package or Single Modular Components available
PMS, Stock, Procurement, Dry Dock, Safety & Document Management Solutions

Visit www.marinesoftware.co.uk
or email info@marinesoftware.co.uk
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Based on the breadth of potential
impact across all marine sectors, the industrial internet has the potential to create an
estimated US$20 billion of value per year
for both the existing marine fleet and even
more for new build vessels in the future.
We project that the market for applying
the industrial internet concept in the
marine industry will exceed US$1 billion in
the next five years, including sensors, computer hardware, software, communications, and services.

Value to maritime
The marine industry stands to reap significant rewards from applying the industrial
internet concept.
Like other industries, improvements can
be expected in fuel and energy efficiency,
reliability and availability of assets, worker
productivity, value delivered to the customer and greater supply chain and logistics efficiency. But there are unique aspects
of the marine industry that will increase the
value creation for specific market segments
or technology applications.
Maintenance is one particular area of
opportunity. With assets operating all over
the world, including some of the most
remote locations on the planet, the potential value created by improving how maintenance is conducted is higher than in
industries with greater asset concentration
and easier access.
Any improvements in maintenance planning and moving more maintenance from
unscheduled to scheduled will help to reduce
all of the costs associated with emergent
work, which are magnified when assets are
greatly dispersed and in remote locations.

For instance, instead of having to air
freight repair parts to a remote location
and scrambling technicians to respond,
using the performance and monitoring
data from the equipment to better predict
potential issues will enable them to be
resolved when it is more convenient or
cost effective, instead of upon failure.
The marine industry also operates much
more complex assets, which bring together
equipment manufactured by multiple
OEMs and require a very diverse skill set
to operate and maintain.
This complexity, combined with the
continued pressure to reduce crew size
and costs, creates a mismatch between the
skills required to successfully operate and
maintain all of the equipment, and the
skills and experience that the onboard
crew actually has.
For land-based industries, this same
imbalance exists, however, the cost of having a central expert drive down the road to
an asset that requires attention is much less
than having someone fly to a remote port
to help a ship’s crew address a technical
problem.
In addition to the geographic remoteness
and asset complexity, executing in-depth
maintenance often involves putting a vessel
into dry-dock. This is a significant expense,
both in terms of cost of dry-docking the vessel as well as the downtime created.
As such, there is a significant incentive
to ensure that all maintenance to be completed during the dry-dock period is
understood and can be planned prior to
the vessel entering dry-dock in order to
avoid expensive delays and penalties by
extending the period in dry-dock.
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This increases the incentive to have a
thorough understanding of the performance and health of all of the equipment on
board on a continuous basis. This information can be used to accelerate or defer maintenance, as well as manage the maintenance
planning process to most efficiently take
advantage of defined maintenance periods.
Applying the industrial internet concept to marine maintenance will enable a
shift from the ‘operate-break-fix’ paradigm
to a ‘predict-optimise-prevent’ paradigm.
This shift will help reduce maintenance
costs (preventive maintenance instead of
high-cost overhauls or replacements) and
reduce operational downtime.
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is
often referred to in the marine industry as
the next shift in maintenance philosophies.
The industrial internet concept of bringing
together data producing machines, analytics software and people is necessary to
effectively move to CBM.
In addition to CBM, this also enables
Condition Based Operations. CBO is
focused on the ‘optimise’ step in ‘predictoptimise-prevent’ by enabling operators to
use the information produced by their
equipment and analytics to make better
real-time decisions in how to configure
and operate their equipment, not only to
maximise reliability today, but to optimise
total cost of ownership, including maintenance costs, in the future.
The maintenance benefits of the industrial internet will be captured by multiple
stakeholders. Owners and charterers will
of course be able to reduce the amount
they spend on maintenance. Ship-management companies will be able to reduce
their costs in delivering the maintenance.
Guenter Sell, a chief engineer with
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement who is
involved in monitoring and analysing
shipboard data, described the benefits as
such: “Not only am I able to assess the

equipment performance over time, with
qualified data, I am also able to have more
constructive discussions with the landbased technical superintendent.”
“For example, after creating the visibility, I was able to work through a long term
sensor problem with the technical superintendent and get it resolved.”[viii]
Classification society surveyors who
service the industry by ensuring that ships
are seaworthy and safe will be able to
reduce their survey costs by doing more of
their assessment electronically.
Finally, OEMs will be able to deliver
service more efficiently and effectively,
and reduce their cost to serve their aftermarket customers. As an example, Jaime
Tetrault, director of product support for
Caterpillar Marine Power Systems frames
the future as, “Selling solutions moves the
suppliers into a proactive mode, partnering with the operators and predictably
anticipating operational challenges and
preventing them.”
“It includes extending maintenance intervals, optimising vessel performance and fuel
consumption, reducing manpower requirements, and eventually and possibly even
changing the owner environment into remote
and non-remote engaged operators.”[ix]
This sharing of savings creates a situation where one single stakeholder may not
be able to achieve a necessary business
case for investment. In this case, multiple
stakeholders must work together, sharing
in both the investment costs, as well as the
return, in order to make the entire value
chain more efficient.
DS
In the second part of this article, in the next
issue of Digital Ship, the authors will discuss
the enablers and challenges in today’s maritime
industry that will impact the potential implementation of industrial internet technologies,
including satcom bandwidth and the availability of open standards.

About the authors
Rob Bradenham is general manager of marine data analytics software company ESRG, has
spent most of his professional career in maintenance and operations of industrial equipment.
He has previously worked as an associate partner with McKinsey & Co and as officer in the
US avy.
Ken Krooner is president of ESRG Solutions, and has over 20 years of experience in operations, planning, and program management in the marine engineering field. He has over 15
years of experience with condition based maintenance (CBM) and condition based operations (CBO) strategies within the US avy and commercial industry.
This article has been adapted from the whitepaper ‘Bringing the industrial internet to the
marine industry and ships into the cloud’, published by the ESRG Technology Group.

SpeedCast completes rebranding
www.speedcast.com
Hong-Kong based satellite communications provider SpeedCast has completed a
rebranding of its group companies under
the SpeedCast name.
The move is the culmination of a global
expansion project started by SpeedCast
two years ago, involving a number
of acquisitions and a restructuring of
the company.
As part of this process SpeedCast
acquired satellite industry players
Australian Satellite Communications,
Pactel International and Elektrikom
Satellite Services – companies which will

now be unified under the SpeedCast brand.
SpeedCast says that it now supports
customers across more than 60 countries
through 16 sales and support offices, 30
teleport operations and a network of 150
partners, offering a range of C-band and
Ku-band VSAT services.
“We already have leadership market
positions in Asia Pacific for land VSAT
services – as well as globally for
maritime – and the time has come to deliver on our vision of becoming a true global
leader by taking this next step forward,”
said Pierre-Jean Beylier, CEO of SpeedCast.
“We are proud of our heritage in Asia
and our commitment to Asia remains total

and passionate. But in our dynamic
growth process we have developed global
experience and capability and today’s
announcement is all about positioning the
company as a true world player – to the
benefit of all of our customers in particular
and to the market worldwide.”
“Maritime is typical of the SpeedCast
commitment to world class customer service and delivery. We take a consultative
approach, working with our customers to
help them select the best solutions available based on their requirements. We are
technology and frequency agnostic and
operate the largest suite of solutions to
give us all the options possible.”
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“This announcement is all about
positioning the company as a true world
player” – Pierre-Jean Beylier, SpeedCast
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The Multiband Era
As the communications options available to the maritime industry continue to grow and evolve,
vessel operators are likely to move away from their dependence on basic single-frequency systems
and implement a range of technologies on board their vessels, writes Chris Insall, COBHAM Satcom
he growth in Multiband systems on
vessels serves as a reflection of the
relentless acceleration in demand
for data. In the longer-term, while there is
a move away from sole dependence on Lband, this evolution provides a de facto
reinforcement of L-band’s role on commercial vessels alongside other systems.
So what does this mean in practice? For
those vessels requiring greater choice of
platforms and capabilities, a potential for
more complex systems, and a stronger
dependence on skilled installation services
and integrated IT support.
For the vast majority of commercial vessels, there has been a historic dependence
on a single frequency band for satellite
communications: L-band, which since 1976
has successfully served evolving maritime
requirements including distress and safety,
voice communications, fax, telex, and as
far as could practically be provided with
the available technology – data.
For a large number of these deep-sea
vessels (many tens of thousands), the vessel’s IT network has comprised simple
components such as the Inmarsat terminal
and a connected PC, with maybe a
straightforward router arrangement for
connectivity to additional shipboard users
or stations.
The arrival of Inmarsat Fleet in 2002
marked the availability, for the first time,
of a built-in global connection to the internet (to the initial consternation of many
fleet IT managers and some captains, who
expressed major fears around the whole
range of connectivity risks).
As the rollout of the Fleet family progressed, service providers looked hard at
ways to apply their ingenuity to new, differentiating technologies.
One Multiband approach that seemed
to offer maritime customers considerable
cost savings was a broad range of asymmetric systems that combined ultra lowcost TVRO for downlink receive data, with
standard Inmarsat or L-band for the lighter
volume (but higher-cost) uplink.
A succession of new solutions was
launched by providers including Telenor,
KVH, InVSAT, and Telecom Italia, while
new start-up Wired Ocean also offered a
viable asymmetric solution, and still

T

remains in this market today with its S-box
offering in Europe. However, other solutions failed to gain any significant traction
in spite of the apparent advantages on
paper and the strong cost savings potentially on offer.
It’s possible that at this time (from
around 2003) the market was not yet ready
for such advanced configurations aboard
vessels - the internet-savvy generation was
yet to arrive on ships in any great numbers, and for many customers effective
Multiband remote IT support was not sufficiently developed or, as yet, practicable.

Moving from L-band
dependence
The move away from sole dependence on
L-band has been reflected by the evolution
of Inmarsat itself in the maritime sector.
Though, arguably, it may have come
late in the day, Inmarsat eventually
responded to the groundswell of expanding data requirements with the maritime
programme we have seen most recently:
firstly, the announcement of the new
Ka-band based Global Xpress (GX) constellation and ground system, then its acquisition (for no small outlay) of VSAT provider
Ship Equip – providing an upgrade path
for more than a thousand vessels to Kaband by way of Ku-band.
Subsequent developments further along
this path include the company’s work on a
major Cisco-based GX Service Enablement
Platform project, and – just around the
turn of the year – the acquisition of Globe
Wireless and its technologies, such as the
well-established iFusion multifunctional
platform.
All of these progressive elements have
contributed to the widespread espousal of
Multiband working modes, and which all
contrast heavily with the approach taken
by Inmarsat in earlier years (Inmarsat previously ran a proactive campaign to highlight the weaknesses of VSAT in comparison to the simplicity and dependability of
its L-band services).
The Ship Equip platform has served as a
highly effective model for Multiband communications, with its SEVSAT system
offering seamless roaming between Kuband beams assisted by its touch-screen

display controller (now called the G5
under Inmarsat ownership).
This technology has also evolved to provide an automated switchback to Lband/FleetBroadband – in many ways a
forerunner to GX itself without the more
considerable scale, power or complexity of
the full system.
Inmarsat is only one key model here:
well before Inmarsat had embarked on
new Multiband ways of working, numerous other networks had proven the core
concepts of automated switching.
An example of this is the XChange system from Astrium (now Airbus Space &
Defence) in conjunction with the
Pharostar network, incorporating a growing range of value-added features such as
crew communications and on board
mobile telephony.

Multiband Antenna
Solutions
As well as dynamically switching between
active antenna systems at different bands
via intelligent hub systems and boxes, an
exciting element of the Multiband communications story is the vessel’s ability to
access more than one satellite platform
from a single hybrid antenna system.
One specific condition from Inmarsat in
approving applications for 1m antennas
for use with its Global Xpress service was
that participating manufacturers’ existing
default 1m Ku-band systems were
required to be phased out in favour of
Multiband (hybrid) antennas capable of
upgrade from Ku-band to a GX Ka-band
configuration. The intention here has been
to give vessels a GX upgrade path from
existing VSAT systems before the network
availability of the new I-5 satellites.
Although common reflector, radome, and
pedestal/tracking systems can be designed
to operate between Ku- and Ka-bands, different satellite band networks require distinct RF (BUC/LNB) combinations and, in
practice, a different feed is needed between
each network configuration.
Switching between band configurations
can be completed relatively swiftly, but
such switching is not intended to be implemented on a regular basis (most Ku/Kaband systems are only expected to be

Different frequency bands offer different benefits to maritime users
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Automated switching systems have been
a feature of the move towards multiband
satellite usage
upgraded once – e.g. for Global Xpress
implementation).
Ultimately, delivering integrated antenna Multiband should not be considered as
some kind of Holy Grail, as there are
always numerous trade-offs in the design
of antenna systems, particularly at the
level of reflector and feed (the different
spectrum bands make very distinct
demands on the physical characteristics of
an antenna).
In specific markets, including some
commercial sectors where voyages may
extend to many weeks, there has been
acceptance of limited short pauses in connectivity needed to switch bands, as is
required with some antennas – as ever, the
user choice here amounts to a trade-off
between complexity and practicality.
For markets with more specialist
requirements, such as Oil and Gas, military
and hydrographic research vessels, a range
of physical antenna technologies enables
more frequent switching on board (e.g. by
a Chief Engineer), either manually or using
different levels of automation.
Manually switched systems might
require a change of feed on the antenna, a
procedure which can be conducted by a
trained technical staff member; for larger
systems, such as C-band antennas, this can
all be completed inside the radome.
There is no shortage of demand for
access to multiple services and all in all, an
exciting range of antenna developments is
anticipated to improve the access available
to different frequency bands.
An alternative approach that emerged
in 2011 in response to this particular balance of requirements is the quadrature oriented reflector antenna. This particular
design incorporates a single pedestal,
mounted with two distinct band-optimised reflectors (from a full range of VSAT
frequency bands), each offset at 90 degrees.
With this design approach no compromise in Multiband reflector performance is
necessary. Subject to network availability,
the system is able to select different satellite services dynamically (at different
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bands), and achieves this by means of a
physical switching into position of the
required reflector using new updated values for cross level, elevation, azimuth, relative, and polarization. The principle can
also be applied to TVRO antennas.
Such hardware does not look conventional under the radome, but the external
appearance is completely regular seeing as
a familiar standard-sized radome (matching the larger reflector) is deployed.
Switching between bands is achieved
mechanically in around twenty seconds.
With additional characteristics such as the
automated selection of circular and linear
polarisations by means of switchable feed
technology, a full range of global satellites
can be accessed through a single system,
hence maximising available deck-space.

Levels of complexity

As more systems are incorporated on board, the set-up of the network
will become more complex

It is now quite possible for a Global Xpress
or other Multiband installation to extend to
a considerable array of shipboard hardware; in addition to the FleetBroadband (Lband) and GX Ka-band VSAT antenna, an
impressive array of boxes may be required
below decks.
A standard Below Decks Unit is needed
for the FB, and an Antenna Control Unit
required for the GX VSAT antenna. There
is also the iDirect modem, which may or
may not be integrated (either in the ADE or
the ACU, depending on the GX system).
In addition, a Network Service Device is
needed to control the GX presentation: part
of Inmarsat’s Cisco-based Service

Enablement Platform (SEP), this is essentially a pre-configured Cisco 2911 ISR
router system equipped with a 500GB hard
disk. The equipment mentioned above is
aside from power supply units (an additional Uninterruptable Power Supply may
also be recommended), and other switch or
routing equipment.
Of course the hardware mentioned here
also does not include any external third
party proprietary boxes.
As yet, it is not clear how such units will
interoperate with a GX system: in principle,
much of the functionality of these systems
could be included within the Cisco NSD
(which will act as a standalone server if
required), however, considerable integration work would be needed to deliver this in
practice – aside from any commercial issues
involved in delivering interoperability.
Does this historic change in hardware
configuration represent a challenge for
service providers and ship operators?
It does certainly amount to a major
increase in complexity at ship level, but in
principle Multiband systems aimed at
broader commercial markets should not
require on-going shipboard actions: the
consistent availability of a global IP connection (with GX, a single address is provided across both bands), combined with
sound systems design should mean that
remote support can be provided effectively across the globe.
In terms of hardware design, developments in internal managed network platforms using common protocols (such as
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Lightweight Ethernet) across individual
hardware units continue to improve this
support process for the service provider:
management of software updates can be
centralised and system status more readily monitored.
The term ‘Out of Band Management’ is
employed particularly for accessing the
more complex VSAT systems remotely
(e.g. via L-band or a fixed connection when
in port), and extension of IP-based designs

means an antenna system’s web interface
can securely be reached from any location
using the correct access permissions.
Advances in remote support including
access via iKVM switch (Keyboard/
Video/Mouse), now mean physical distance is less of a factor – though latency
remains an issue to be managed.
Of course, after the network is configured, there is still the on-going possibility
of changes/outages due to interaction

with the ship’s physical environment,
particularly above decks – in the antenna
specification, optimising the hardware
quality (and minimising Mean Time
Between Failure) is therefore paramount,
and an effective global support capability
is essential for any deep-sea Multiband
deployment.
At another end of the spectrum of system complexity, technologies have long
been available which give users a simple
choice to access the full range of connectivity services on offer. A range of access
control systems have been particularly
popular in the Superyacht sector in recent
years, for example – these give the vessel
access to the widest possible range of platforms (including fixed and LTE when
in port).
Bill shock can be minimised by means of
clear user interfaces ensuring that each
service selection is deliberate and verified,
backed up by a detailed event log and
additional spend control functionality.
The advantage of this approach is
that users can select from a full range
of VSAT and other networks, easily
defaulting to a backup of choice via
L-band (or even GSM), but without
being tied in to a given Multiband service
package over several years.
Arguably, there are constant changes in
the deployment of new satellite networks
and for the user the appeal of maintaining
choice and flexibility is therefore strong.

Multiband Future
Given the extensive range of Multiband
switching systems now on offer, it will be

no surprise to see new satellite networks
that are pitched at the maritime sector
adopting a more flexible approach with
regard to band selection.
Intelsat’s forthcoming EpicNG system –
with three High Throughput Satellites
scheduled to date (IS-29e, IS-33e, IS-32e)
and three subsequent satellites set to follow – is largely presented as a Ku-band
system, but the operator has at its disposal
an extensive arsenal of slots and transponder capabilities that can be deployed
alongside the core Ku-band VSAT, including C- and Ka-bands.
The operating model that Intelsat has
promoted so far places more emphasis on
backbone satellite services and far less on
prescriptive end-to-end solutions delivery;
we can therefore expect a further range of
imaginative solutions delivered by service
providers in future, marrying Intelsat’s
proprietary services across different bands,
maybe also together with other operator’s
systems - depending on the SP’s service
preferences.
This is of course a strong contrast to the
integrated approach currently taken by
Inmarsat, aimed at giving the ship owner
ever-increasing access to a one-stop-shop.
In the final instance with both alternate
approaches being pursued to court the
ship operators’ airtime purchasing dollars,
as long as the complexity levels can be
effectively managed to the industry’s satisfaction it will be the shipping consumer
that serves to benefit from the evolving
market competition, as new and increasingly inventive flavours of Multiband continue to emerge.
DS
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Pompe Garbarino
moves manuals to
Shipdex format

BMT SMART set for launch
www.bmtsmart.com
BMT Group has announced the launch of
a new commercial operating company
which it says will focus on the provision of
“innovative vessel performance management and decision support solutions for
the maritime industry.”
BMT SMART Ltd will draw on knowledge from around the BMT group of companies to help accelerate the delivery of a
BMT SMARTSERVICES business line,
with the aim of building a strong presence
in digital shipping markets.
As Phil Thompson, BMT sector director
for transport explains: “The new generation BMT SMARTSERVICES product suite
is founded on a unique system that integrates comprehensive vessel recorded data
with
fully
validated
MetOcean
(Meteorological and Oceanographic) data,
including wind, wave and current values.”
“Developed in collaboration with
industry partners, ship owners, operators
and charterers the services are designed to
help reduce fuel costs and improve energy
efficiency in operations.”
As part of the company’s development
plans, BMT has appointed a new managing director, Peter Mantel, who previously worked at Transas and has extensive
experience in digital and e-navigation
shipping markets.
Commenting on his new role, Mr
Mantel said that he was “delighted to join
BMT and be given the opportunity to fur-

ther develop BMT SMART.”
“By working closely with our customers and responding to legislation and
market demands, we are confident that we
can deliver a robust portfolio of high
value, information management services
for the maritime industry.”
In related news, fellow BMT Group
subsidiary BMT Asia Pacific has launched
two tools for assessing port competition
and managing commercial risk. The Port
Choice Model and Port 360° are designed
“to help clients invest wisely,” explains
managing director Richard Colwill.
Typical market share studies draw on
historical market share data, distance, or
travel time estimates. BMT says its assessment tools are designed to take analyses a
few steps further.
“What investors need to know today is
how the distribution dynamics of cargo –
from ocean to hinterland – will impact
future profits,” notes Dr Colwill.
The time and cost items of BMT’s Port
Choice Model include trucking time and
cost from factory to port, average waiting
time in ports due to customs inspection
and cargo handling, frequency of sailings,
specifics on the terminal handling charges,
and ocean freight costs differentials,
among other factors.
“Using the Port Choice Model we can
more accurately predict how cargo owners
and shippers choose their ports and the
value they place on each of these factors,
including intangible costs,” says Simon

www.shipdex.com

‘We are confident that we can deliver a
robust portfolio of high value, information
management services for the maritime
industry’ – Peter Mantel, BMT SMART
Su, director and chief economist, BMT
Asia Pacific.
The Port 360° tool reviews the competitive strengths of ports or terminals within
the same port. It can be used in isolation
when time or availability of data are limited. It reviews 12 criteria relating to four
aspects of a port: Demand (cargo throughput), Physical Attributes, Hinterland
Connectivity, and Management and
Operating Systems.
Dr Colwill concludes: “Port competition is fierce and operators and investors
need a robust and reliable approach to
measuring competition and addressing
the possible outcomes as a result of
changes in the market. We are very
pleased to be introducing two new tools
which further enable us to communicate
our specialised knowledge to customers in
a coherent and meaningful way.”

I can see
CLEARLY
now!
With AWT’s latest BVS onboard
weather system, ship’s masters
Fan now bene¿t Irom hiJh
resolution weather data.
www.awtworldwide.com
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Italian ship equipment manufacturer
Pompe Garbarino has announced that it
will now provide its technical manuals in
Shipdex format.
Shipdex is a collection of international
business rules developed to standardise
and improve the exchange of technical
information between equipment makers,
shipyards and ship-owners. The protocol
is managed by a non-profit organisation.
Pompe Garbarino, a manufacturer of
centrifugal and positive displacement
pumps for marine, naval and industrial
fields, will provide its first Shipdex manuals for Grimaldi and its new ships
(ContainerRo-Ro) under construction in
Korea at the Hyundai Mipo Dockyard
and in China at Hudong-Zhonghua
Shipbuilding.
Analysis, development and implementation of the Shipdex data sets for Pompe
Garbarino has been done with the assistance of software company SpecTec.
“Using Shipdex data sets, the management of technical information linked to the
product life cycle is more accurate and efficient. For this reason Garbarino considers
Shipdex as a commercial added value for
customers” says Antonio Gaglio, Pompe
Garbarino quality manager.
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Study says e-emissions monitoring could save millions
www.transportenvironment.org
A European study has suggested that
advanced emissions monitoring could
help save owners and operators of large
ships calling at EU ports up to €9 million

per year.
The study was published by Transport
and Environment (T&E), a Brussels-based
body which represents around 50 organisations across Europe and campaigns for
greener transport.

Monitoring systems can help to cut emissions and costs. Photo: NOAA

ShipManager for Chemikalien
www.dnvgl.com
DNV GL has reported that German shipping company Chemikalien Seetransport
has implemented its ShipManager QHSE
software across its entire tanker fleet of 40
vessels.
The ShipManager QHSE system supports findings and incident reporting, documentation, certificate control, safety task
management and offers a direct link into
class survey items and certificates. DNV
GL says that the software also helps to
reduce the administrative burden of regulations such as ISM/ISPS, SOLAS, TMSA,
classification rules, vetting inspections, or
Port State Control.
“We wanted to achieve two things,”

said Frank Eggert, project manager for the
Chemikalien Seetransport implementation.
“We wanted to further develop our
quality and safety system, and also to ease
the work for crew and onboard staff.”
The system implemented for the
Chemikalien Seetransport fleet also
includes DNV GL’s ShipManager
Analyzer software, for reporting of safety
KPIs and statistics.
“ShipManager QHSE has modules
such as Safety Management Reporting,
Documentation, Safety Tasks & Drills
and Certificates modules,” said Torsten
Büssow, DNV GL’s head of Maritime
Software.
“Chemikalien Seetransport will have a
framework for reporting, assessing and

T&E says that the savings would come
from lower operational costs of using automated systems such as fuel flow meters or
continuous emissions monitoring, which
are already used by many of the world’s
largest shipping companies, as the electronic collection and reporting of data
doesn’t require man-hours.
“The best way to monitor shipping
emissions is also the cheapest in the long
run,” said Aoife O’Leary, clean shipping
officer at T&E.
“When GPS systems became available
to massively improve the accuracy of ship
navigation, no ship owner turned a blind
eye to the technology just because of an
upfront capital cost. So, why should the
Commission favour the use of inaccurate
old-fashioned paper receipts when they
could promote an accurate, real-time fuel
monitoring system, enabling real emissions reductions?"
The report, for T&E by consultancy CE
Delft, concludes that monitoring systems
can enable fuel savings and lower emissions by more than the 2 per cent CO2 cut

claimed by the Commission in its proposal.
The Commission estimates that CO2
emissions from ships sailing in European
waters amounted to 180 million tonnes in
2010.
In June, the Commission proposed that
all ships calling at EU ports be required to
measure and report their annual fuel burn
and emissions when travelling to/from
the EU. As it stands, the proposal goes no
further than requiring ship owners and
operators to report fuel consumption
based on fuel sales receipts, which ships
already carry.
Advanced, electronic consumption
measuring methods, which provide ship
owners with the necessary information to
capture real emissions reductions, are mentioned, but not mandated by the proposal.
T&E notes that these advanced measuring technologies can also monitor sulphur
oxides (SOx) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). It
says that investing in these systems could
lower the cost of complying with international shipping air pollution standards,
such as the 2015 sulphur limits.

following up any incidents, audits and
findings. They are also able to manage one
complete database with documentation
such as safety management manuals and
technical documentation, accessed both

centrally and on the vessels.”
“We are very proud that we could prove
with prior good work to Chemikalien
Seetransport that we are the right partner
for ship management solutions.”

Ships Electronics Services
(SES) has appointed Trevor Slater as

tomers in the commercial maritime industry (independently or as a component in its
own payroll CTM module).

technical sales manager. Mr Slater was
previously executive electronics and communications
engineer
at
Shell

International Trading & Shipping
Co. Ltd.

ESS has rebranded to essDOCS
(pronounced ‘sDocs’). The operational
rebranding process is already under way
with a new logo already implemented.

Maritime Payment Solutions,
programme manager of the Visa
ShipMoney system, has signed an agreement with SBNTEX of India, a subsidiary of SBN Technologics, whereby
SBNT will market ShipMoney to its cus-

www.ses-marine.com
www.essdocs.com
www.gtplimited.com
www.sbntech.com

CBT launched for ECA fuel switching
www.videotel.com
Videotel has launched a new training
course, The Practical Management and
Switching of Fuels, to help bridge and
engine room officers and engineers learn
to manage the switch to low sulphur fuel
when operating in Emission Control
Areas (ECAs).
When not done correctly, this switching can cause operational problems that
may impair a ship’s performance or even
damage engines, warns the London-based
training provider.
“In the highly competitive world today
of carrying cargo, shipowners face a
number of serious issues,” explains Nigel
Cleave, CEO of Videotel Marine
International.
“High fuel costs and strict emission
controls directly influence the way a vessel’s fuel systems and engines are operated and managed. Having a thorough
understanding of the challenges presented by using heavy marine fuel oil and

switching to low sulphur fuel when operating in Emission Control Areas (ECAs) is
essential and this new course from
Videotel addresses that need.”
“Since 2010, many of the busiest shipping areas of the northern hemisphere are
now designated as ECAs and require a
switch from high sulphur to low sulphur
fuel - a process that requires very careful
management.”
The Practical Management and
Switching of Fuels is designed to provide
a practical guide to what is required of
bridge and engine room officers and engineers to process fuel oil from the bunker
tank to the engine, monitoring every stage
of filtering and purification to ensure the
most efficient combustion is achieved.
The course addresses MARPOL Annex
VI and covers marine fuel oils; bunkering;
storage and settling tanks; centrifuge;
heaters and filters; fuel combustion; fuel
switching; planning; and temperature and
viscosity control.
It is available on DVD, Videotel on

Demand
(VOD),
and
eLearning
Computer Based Training (CBT).
All options are accompanied by a PDF
workbook which highlights key learning
points.
In related news, Videotel has also
released a new application allowing its
clients to manage their crew training
records housed within its cloud (webFTA)
directly
from
their
own
Crew
Management System (CMS).
The
Application
Programming
Interface (API) has two main processes:
pulling crew data from the Videotel cloud
so it can be displayed in the CMS portal
and, secondly, pushing crew data from
the CMS portal to the Videotel cloud
which, in turn, triggers crew data to be
sent to the vessels automatically.
The aim is to remove the need for double entry or manual update of crew
records. Also, when away from the office,
managers can use webFTA to access the
training records from any computer having an internet connection.
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‘Having a thorough understanding of the
challenges presented by using heavy
marine fuel oil and switching to low
sulphur fuel when operating in ECAs is
essential’ – Nigel Cleave, Videotel
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Communication solutions
for tomorrow’s offshore vessels

Offshore pioneers facing harsh environments
require top notch communication systems.
The North Sea Giant, one of the largest and
most advanced offshore subsea construction
vessels ever built, relies on state of the art
systems delivered by Telenor Maritime Radio.

Telenor Maritime Radio provides tailor made solutions to any maritime communication
demand; thus contributing to improved operational efficiency, safety and crew welfare.
Based on close customer dialogue, 100 years of experience from challenging environments
and seamless bridging of different technologies, we develop reliable and cost-efficient
solutions good to go anywhere in the world.

Seamlessly bridging the best of satellite and mobile broadband, the
integrated communication solutions are designed to meet the needs
of any everyday or critical operation on board. Crew and operational
partners enjoy dedicated networks; all time ship to shore connection is
guaranteed through secured lines.
Based on close customer dialogue, we design optimal and flexible
solutions for the offshore vessels of tomorrow.
Meet us at Digital Ship in Bergen, March 5-6: Stand no 3

Design by colours.no

Talk to us: +47 800 888 77
sales.mradio@telenor.com, www.maritimradio.no
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KPI Association restructures
www.shipping-kpi.org
The KPI Association (KPIA), which collects, collates and correlates key performance indicators (KPI), is restructuring and
plans to produce quarterly reports.
The not-for-profit body took over the
KPI Project from ship management association InterManager in 2011.
KPIA says that it is being restructured
during 2014 to enable it to better serve the
whole maritime sector and to embrace its

‘Our new structure will enable us to assist
with this challenge and spread
understanding of how to gather this
information to secure meaningful, future
focussed and commercially beneficial
results’ – Helle Gleie, KPIA

new vision statement: “to promote safety
at sea and to promote best practice in the
global shipping industry”.
It is inviting ‘influential’ industry organisations to join its KPI Trust which feeds in
to the Board and is in the process of
appointing leading maritime companies to
the KPIA Board of Directors. In addition, it
has selected a consultancy company, the
Denmark-based ITOLEAD Consulting
Group, to develop its global strategies.
KPIA also wants to appoint regional
KPIA-certified consultants to form the first
point of contact for shipping companies,
stakeholders and maritime organisations
to help them understand how introducing
key performance indicators can benefit
their businesses. The certified consultants
will also assist companies with the strategic selection and implementation of KPIs
and in-house training.
“Having a global network of consultants will enable KPIA to better advise the
shipping industry in the use of performance indicators and statistics,” said Helle
Gleie, KPIA executive director.
The network of consultants will also
liaise with a KPI Expert Group, made up of
representatives from key maritime organisations and companies, who will have the
responsibility to develop and adapt KPIs
to meet emerging industry needs and
expectations.
In addition, academics will identify rel-

evant trends and correlations in the data
which, alongside feedback from KPI users,
will assist in boosting performance efficiency, maritime safety and meeting environmental standards.
”Many companies have struggled
when deciding if, when or how to implement shipping KPIs, or have not known
how to collect and share this information,”
said Ms Gleie.
“Our new structure will enable us to
assist with this challenge and spread
understanding of how to gather this
information to secure meaningful, future
focussed and commercially beneficial
results.”
The KPI Project provides performance
measuring for shipping businesses across
a range of agreed and defined key performance indicators. The Project is

accessed by customers through an international web-based system developed and
maintained by Cyprus-based IT specialist
SOFTimpact: www.shipping-kpi.org
The system collates internal data from
individual companies while enabling
benchmarking against the wider industry.
Data is currently being received from
more than 2,000 vessels worldwide with
more joining each month.
Working with academia, KPIA plans to
produce quarterly reports to make specfic
and relevant information based on its data
available to shipping industry segments,
as well as a wider industry audience.
Ms Gleie said: “KPIA is confident that
the new structure can and will make a difference to its users and the industry as a
whole. Only by working together during
times of fast change and by sharing
knowledge, the industry can develop
responsibly and financially with the
desired speed.”

Two more buyers for MarineLink
www.evry.com
EVRY has announced that its e-commerce
service MarineLink has two new integrated buyers, Bibby Ship Management in the
UK and Aker BioMarine Antarctic in
Norway.
“Having carried out an evaluation of
the clear benefits of e-commerce in a com-

petitive market, Bibby Ship Management
has chosen the service MarineLink from
EVRY AS, due to their competitive pricing
and clear expertise in this field,” said Liam
Herbert, purchasing manager at Bibby
Ship Management.
EVRY, an IT service provider based in
Oslo, says that this is in addition to four
new direct integrations with key partners.

NAVIGATOR

TM

Smarter ship operations
Reduce paperwork by up to 90%
Ŷ Reduce costly delays, off-hire and
detentions
Ŷ Reduce fees for agents and
publications
Ŷ

Control work and rest hours
Ŷ Efﬁcient ship-to-shore reporting
Ŷ Improve ﬂeet performance
Ŷ Save fuel and operational cost
Ŷ Ensure safety and compliance
Ŷ

Our maritime software is used by 300 shipping companies on over 4000
vessels worldwide. We offer unsurpassed investment security and a local
presence, with 300 DNV GL ofﬁces in more than 100 countries.

Watch the Navigator video at www.dnvgl.com/navigator

SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER
Digital Ship March 2014 page 27
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Sertica for HS Schiffahrts
www.logimatic.dk
Danish developer Logimatic
announced
that
German
shipowner HS Schiffahrts is
implementing its maintenance
and procurement software,
Sertica, on its entire fleet.
The Sertica modules for
Planned
Maintenance,
Procurement, Inspection and
other functionalities will be
rolled out over the first quarter
of 2014, one group of ships at a
time.
"In the difficult market environment prevailing in our industry, SERTICA delivers significant
business benefits to us and our
major business partners by giving
us maximum transparency, especially in the fields of documentation and reporting,” said Heino
Schepers, business manager in
charge of commercial operations
at HS Schiffahrts, which is based
in Haren on the river Ems.
"We find the functional scope
of Sertica very convincing,”
added engineering manager
Hans-Bernd Schepers, who is

responsible for HS Schiffahrts’ fleet operations. “This easy-to-use solution will help
us improve the efficiency of our fleet oper-

ations rapidly.”
“We also attach great importance to the
Logimatic team's comprehensive on-site
today
support during the implementation phase. And since the solution can be functionally upgraded step by step, we feel our ship
management is going to be wellprepared for the future."
Niels Finn, general manager of
Logimatic Germany, said: "The
benefits of our modular software
solution have been key to winning
our first new client in Germany.
As a reference project for
Germany, this contract establishes
a long-term close cooperation.”
Sertica comprises modules for
Planned Maintenance (PMS),
Fleet Management (FMS) and the
procurement of spare parts and
consumables. A number of
optional modules can be added,
covering functionality for docking, business intelligence and
reporting.
It has been class-type approved
by DNV and Bureau Veritas.
Logimatic says that it can customise
the software to each
Heino Schepers, Hans-Bernd Schepers, and shipmaster
client’s individual needs.
Heinrich Schepers from HS Schiffahrts

ClassNK releases CSR software
www.classnk.or.jp
Classification society ClassNK has
announced the release of a new version of
its PrimeShip-HULL (HCSR) ship design
support software that is compliant with
the new IACS Common Structural Rules
(harmonised CSR) for oil tankers and bulk
carriers.
It says that the software is the first in the
world to fully support the new Common
Structural Rules, which were adopted by
IACS in December 2013. It is providing the
software free of charge to its customers,
such as shipyards and designers.
The new IACS CSR unify the technical
requirements for tankers and bulk carriers,
but also incorporate new requirements for
structural analysis at the design stage, as

well as new formulae for buckling, fatigue,
and residual strength criteria.
The new rules will be applied to all bulk
carriers over 90m and all oil tankers over
150m contracted on and after 1 July 2015.
“While the new rules will mean safer
ships, shipyards and designers will have to
invest new resources to meet new design
criteria and bring their designs into compliance with the new rules,” said Takuya
Yoneya, ClassNK executive vice president
and head of development for PrimeShipHULL (HCSR).
“With PrimeShip-HULL (HCSR), our
goal has been to develop a comprehensive
and powerful design support tool that
rationalises the design process and greatly
reduces the man-hours needed to create
ship designs that are compliant with the

The software aims for compliance with new IACS rules

new rules.”
The result of more than four years of
development work, PrimeShip-HULL
(HCSR) builds on the core of ClassNK’s
existing PrimeShip-HULL-CSR software,
combining rule calculation, and FE Modelbased direct strength calculation with new
systems designed to interface directly with
commercial CAD and rule calculation software, as well as automate parts of the basic
design process.
“Thanks to the new interface with commercial CAD, PrimeShip-HULL (HCSR)
makes it possible to automatically generate
FE models for the fore, mid, and aft sections of the ship, as well as very fine mesh
and buckling panel data. This makes it
possible to greatly reduce the time
required for some of the most man-hour
intensive parts of ship design work,” said
Dr Yoneya.
In addition to the improved interface,
PrimeShip-HULL (HCSR) also includes a
number of features to support both initial
and full ship design.
“We have timely released preliminary
versions of PrimeShip-HULL (HCSR) to
coincide with the first and second drafts of
the harmonised CSR in July 2012 and April
2013, respectively, and since that initial
release more than 70 shipyards and ship
design firms throughout Asia have tested
the software and provided design feedback,” said Dr Yoneya.
“Thanks to this extensive testing, we’re
confident that the new software will make
it easier for shipyards and designers to
incorporate the harmonised CSR requirements in their ship designs, and cost-effectively design a new generation of safer and
more robust ships.”
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StormGeo buys AWT
www.awtworldwide.com
www.stormgeo.com
Norwegian based weather services company StormGeo has concluded an agreement
to acquire Applied Weather Technology
(AWT), the companies have reported.
Under the terms of the deal StormGeo
will acquire all shareholders’ stock in the
company, a move which AWT chairman
and founding owner Jung Soo Kang
described as a “friendly acquisition that is
in the interests of both companies, their
employees and customers.”
StormGeo itself already has a number
of different shareholders, including majority shareholder Reiten&Co, a private equity company which holds a stake of 54.9
per cent, followed by DNV GL which
owns 24 per cent.
"Ever since we invested in this exciting
industry, it has been our ambition to
establish global leadership. AWT adds
perfectly to our current business, and it is
our focused ambition to further strengthen performance and innovation in the
combined group," said Christian Melby,
managing partner of Reiten & Co and a
director at StormGeo.
Following the acquisition, AWT says
that it will continue to deliver its range of
ship route advisory services and maritime
weather and decision support software
products under the AWT brand name to
ship owners and operators worldwide.
AWT CEO Haydn Jones commented
that he believes that, “The two companies
have
complementary
strengths
–
StormGeo is very strong in the offshore oil
and gas sector,
AWT is a brand
leader in routing
and
weather
based decision
support services
for commercial
shipping.”
The combined
group expects to
gain technical
and data syner‘The two companies
have complementary gy advantages
strengths’ – Haydn
from the merger
Jones, AWT
that will benefit
the full range of
maritime customer market sectors.
“We are delighted to have found a new
partner with the same focus on
quality and product development as
ourselves,” said Kent Zehetner, the CEO
of StormGeo.
“Outstanding performance within key
areas like ship routing and marine forecasting will strengthen our product offering
around the globe. Our main goal is
to combine the knowledge base and expertise from both companies to develop new
cutting edge products that will continue to
be highly appreciated by our customers.”
“Haydn Jones, CEO at AWT, will continue at AWT headquarters and will take
the role of global head of shipping. His
experienced management team and
employees will ensure continuity with
their existing customers.”
The combined StormGeo Group will
now operate out of 22 offices in 14 countries with more than 320 employees.
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We develop software
based on a thousand
years of Norwegian
shipping knowledge.
Tero Marine is based in Bergen, the North Sea
shipping capital. Please visit our stand at
Digital Ship 5-6 March in our hometown.
Welcome to Bergen!

www.teromarine.com
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NAPA and ABB partner on efficiency BASSnet Maintenance for Dayang
www.napa.fi
www.abb.com

Information and Control (VICO) portfolio.
It draws on shipboard sensors and associated instrumentation to deliver integrated
automation, vessel management and control services.
NAPA and ABB say that offering the
Loading Computer and Logbook under
the VICO portfolio will provide customers with a range of solutions for ship
safety, day-to-day operations and optimised efficiency.

NAPA and ABB have announced that they
have signed a cooperation agreement
whereby NAPA’s Loading Computer and
electronic Logbook will be offered under
ABB’s Vessel Information and Control
(VICO) portfolio, as part of a ship efficiency solution.
Finnish software house NAPA says that
its Loading Computer is
already installed on board
1,400
ships,
including
tankers and passenger vessels. The system performs
calculations related to hydrostatics, intact stability and
ship longitudinal strength.
The Logbook combines
data storage, automation
interfaces, reminders, guidelines and checklists to prevent misuse and human
error. NAPA says that the
electronic format is widely
accepted by flag states.
Headquartered in Zurich
(Switzerland), automation
technology group ABB provides advisory and fleet
Mikko Lepistö from ABB and Juha Heikinheimo from
management reporting soluNAPA signed the co-operation agreement
tions through its Vessel

www.bassnet.no
Norwegian
developer
BASS
has
announced that DESB Marine, a subsidiary
of Dayang Enterprise Holdings Berhad of
Malaysia, has chosen its maintenance software to manage its vessels’ components,
spares list and job maintenance processes.
DESB Marine is a hook up and commissioning (HUC) and topside maintenance
outfit. It has selected the BASSnet
Maintenance module to be used to create a
planned maintenance system.
All components including a list of spare
parts, transfer of materials and maintenance jobs impacting ships are fed into the
system. Users can also supplement the
information by including photographs,
measurements and reports.
“We are highly impressed with
BASSnet Maintenance because it has
proven to add value to maritime and offshore services by streamlining operations,” said DESB Marine’s technical

manager Douglas Foo.
“We expect to reap highly attractive
savings.”
BASS notes that DESB Marine’s associate company, Perdana Petroleum Berhad,
has been operating on the software since
2008. To date, Perdana Petroleum has
installed this system on 12 of its vessels.
Dayang is a publicly traded company
with a market capitalisation in excess of $1
billion, placing it among the largest oil and
gas companies in the region. Earlier this
year, it was the largest beneficiary of the
Pan Malaysia HUC awards from
Malaysia’s national oil company, Petronas,
securing some 40 per cent of the jobs
on offer.
“Our HUC and topside maintenance
contracts will demand the total engagement of our resources, so it is critical to
ensure that we are supported by a topranking software solutions provider with
a track record for creating great value,”
Mr Foo said.

eMar project busy in 2014
www.emarproject.eu
The eMar project has announced its aim to
develop a range of pilot tools in the coming
months in order to facilitate daily transactions between maritime agencies and governmental / administrative services
throughout EU.
eMAR is a 3-year EU-funded research
project, which comes to an end this year
(December 2014). It aims to improve
the efficiency and increase the competitiveness of European maritime transport.
Its work will form part of the strategic
goals of the EU Maritime Transportation

Strategy 2018.
The eMAR Project is tasked with developing and implementing tools including
shipping management technologies, personnel management and training systems,
chartering dashboards, condition monitoring, load planning and optimisation,
and voyage management, among a number of others.
Additional objectives for the project
include development of interfacing applications with/to third party digital services,
in areas like e-navigation and e-commerce,
and also facilitating interfacing between
National Single Windows.

The eMar project will be fed by a number of different elements

The Dayang Topaz is to benefit from planned maintenance software

BMT’s CargoHandbook goes mobile
www.cargohandbook.com
www.bmtsurveys.com
www.bmt.org
BMT Surveys has launched an application
which provides mobile access to its
CargoHandbook database. The App is
available as a free download for both
Android and iOS users.
“A strong understanding of cargoes
and their specific transportation requirements is the key to ensuring the cargo
arrives at its destination undamaged,”
notes Jeroen De Haas, managing director
at BMT Surveys.
“With this App customers will have
direct access to a large amount of carriage
guidelines for more than 800 commodities,
whether they are behind their desk or on
board a vessel.”
As well as a basic description and photograph of the cargo product, people can
access information on the shipment/storage requirements including
optimum temperature/humidity and
moisture and the risk factors associated
with the particular product.
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BMT's new app puts cargo transport
information at your fingertips
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Achieving sustainable shipping
Running ships in a sustainable and energy efficient manner is something that is in the best interests of both
the maritime industry and society at large. The bonus comes in reduced fuel costs and streamlined operations.
Konstantinos Lourandos, Springfield Shipping Co Panama, told Digital Ship about some of the steps
his company is taking towards sustainable shipping
nergy conservation and environmental awareness is a terribly ‘hip’
topic in the modern media, with
issues like climate change and ecological
sustainability a matter of conversation
across all social groups, from the festival
going hippie to directors around the
boardroom table.
Obviously the conservation of the environment and our ability to run our societies in a sustainable manner are matters
which affect every one of us, impacting
on how we live and work, now and in
the future.
At a corporate level, ‘going green’ is seen
as a useful marketing exercise, expounding
a company’s care and commitment to the
people in the communities it serves, and in
some cases may be viewed with a certain
amount of scepticism by the public.
However, whatever the intentions of
these corporations in their ‘green’ strategies, the ability to choose one’s own environmental policy is increasingly becoming
a thing of the past, as regulatory bodies
draft environmental measures into law
and impose various requirements on businesses to push them towards ecologically
friendly operations.
This is particularly true in shipping,
where global regulations coming via the
IMO such as the SEEMP (Ship Energy
Efficiency Management Plan) or EEDI
(Energy Efficiency Design Index) mix with
more regionally focused measures like
ECAs (Emission Control Areas) to create
multiple volumes of guidance on how a
ship should be run with regard to its environmental impact.
However, while the bureaucratic and
administrative burden this places on shipping companies may not always be welcome, the benefits are not limited to a cleaner environment. Quite simply, running a
more energy efficient ship can have an enormous impact on a company’s bottom line.
In an era where energy and fuel make
up the single greatest cost item in running
a ship, being more efficient than another
comparable operator in how you use these
resources can provide a significant competitive advantage.
Greater ship efficiency means a cleaner
environment, and means reduced costs to
the shipowner – so everybody wins.

E

become more efficient in the way it manages energy on board its ships.
It is a task that is not as straightforward
as it might initially seem, as he explains.
“I have the feeling that we are sailing
deeper and deeper into uncharted waters,”
said Mr Lourandos.
“We have to face the environmental regulations, the expanding ECA zones, EEDI,
SEEMP, MRV and MBMs. Eco-ships are
also another controversial issue, and there
are many myths which are being spread
about them.”

“IMO has used two basic methods to
estimate it – the ‘top down’ method, which
is based on fuel sales, and the ‘bottom up’
method based on activity. But the problem
is that there is a ten to one scale of difference between the two different scenarios.”
IMO’s strategy to reduce emissions like
CO2 SOx and NOx is outlined in Marpol
Annex VI, and includes technical measures
like EEDI and market based measures
which are still under discussion. It also
includes operational measures like SEEMP
on board vessels.

The range of environmental regulations applicable to maritime is extensive
“On the other hand, we try to implement new technology on board our ships,
we try to become more efficient in the way
we manage energy, we want to save energy. There are many technological solutions
in the market, technology which is driven
also by regulation and competition.
Sometimes we can be talking about innovative ideas but we’re uncertain about the
payback time, so we don’t know if we
should invest or not.”
On top of these difficulties Mr
Lourandos notes that improvements in this
area are also notoriously difficult to measure, and that making real progress requires
a complete cultural change.
Nevertheless, he believes that “the bottom line is, in order to survive we have to
adapt and reduce our operating costs. Of
course we have to reduce our emissions
too, to comply with environmental regulations. The green ship, the ship of the
future, will have a commercial advantage.”

Efficiency approach

Regulations

One vessel operator that is trying to put
such efficiency concepts into practice in its
operations is Springfield Shipping Co
Panama, which has recently tried to introduce a range of measures that aim to
reduce its use of energy across its fleet.
Konstantinos Lourandos, a superintendent engineer with the company for the
last 14 years, based in Greece, is one of
those who has undertaken the task to coordinate Springfield Shipping's efforts to

One of the most immediate concerns when
trying to increase energy efficiency is making sure that the steps that are taken are in
line with current and upcoming regulations – even if your company can think
of a better way to achieve a certain goal,
compliance is something which cannot
be ignored.
“How much CO2 is produced by international shipping? The truth is that
nobody knows,” said Mr Lourandos.

While the ultimate goals of these initiatives are admirable, Mr Lourandos notes
that the way they have been designed is
not free from problems.
“EEDI is a controversial issue, I recently
read an interesting paper by Professor
Krüger from the University of Hamburg
which says that the EEDI violates the laws
of physics,” he said.
“In order to reach the required EEDI the
correct solution would be to optimise hull,
engine and propeller, but the easiest solution would be to reduce the design speed.
However, this could lead to underpowered
ships, and would require us to maintain
speed in bad weather.”
Another big issue that Mr Lourandos
sees with the practicalities of working with
the EEDI is that it doesn’t take into account
the external parties with whom the shipping company is working.
“Once a vessel is loaded the price of the
goods carried may fluctuate – say the price
of oil is going up on a voyage the vessel
may be asked to slow steam to allow the
price to rise further. A price hike of $4 per
barrel might offer a bonus to the shipper of
maybe $8 million. And the fuel cost in this
case becomes less important,” he said.
“On the other hand, if the price is falling
then the ship needs to speed up to reduce
the loss to the shipper, and the extra fuel
consumed is not relevant. Getting the
cargo sold at the best price is the overriding requirement.”
“So the shipper, and not the ship owner,
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is often the one who dictates the operating
speed of the vessel.”
Understanding of these parameters of
doing business is something that shipping
companies themselves can probably do
better than anyone else, and Mr Lourandos
notes that the industry has had a good
record of learning and self-improvement
on its own initiative.
“As we know, 90 per cent of world trade
is carried by sea, but about 2.7 per cent is
the estimated proportion of global greenhouse gases caused by international shipping, though as I said we’re not sure,
nobody knows,” he said.
“We must not forget that shipping has
always been a well self-regulated industry.
In the last 14 years we have seen a drop in
oil spills despite the massive increase in oil
cargoes, a general reduction in harmful
gases such as nitrogen dioxide and sulphur
dioxide, and an uptake in fuel efficient
ship design. That said, the search for perfect equilibrium continues.”
“So, I think the question of what we
have to do to have sustainable shipping is
very easy – we have to adopt new technologies, we have to promote an energy
saving culture on board our vessels, we
have to implement technological solutions,
we have to reduce our emissions, and we
have to manage our costs.”

Implementing
an eco-strategy
Introducing a new energy efficient way of
operating at a company is never easy, and
will involve an extensive amount of selfevaluation and analysis before any real
work can begin.
“First we have to measure and benchmark. This is extremely difficult, it’s very,
very difficult to measure. Then we have to
set objectives, KPIs. We have to adopt and
implement energy abatement measures.
And then of course we have to monitor,
report and keep doing that as the cycle
goes on and on,” said Mr Lourandos.
“Are we operating efficiently enough? Is
there room for improvement? The answer is
going to be ‘yes’. The term ‘energy efficiency’ has so far been a neglected term.”
“Before investing, there are many offthe-shelf solutions and innovative ideas in
the market. It’s what they call a ‘jungle
market’. But before we do that we need to
promote an energy saving culture on
board. We have to make sure that we are
using the already installed technology to
its full potential. When selecting one of the
off-the-shelf solutions we have to take into
account the capital investment and the
payback period. But most importantly, we
don’t want to put additional load on the
shoulders of the crew.”
Mr Lourandos notes that this was the
policy followed by his company in beginning this process, and that these evalua-
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tions are still ongoing. Already it has led
the company to adopt measures like slow
steaming some time ago, before looking
towards more advanced options.
“We have invested in breakthrough
technology after meticulous evaluation of
current energy abatement solutions, and
we are promoting an energy saving culture
on board our vessels because we strongly
believe that this is the stepping stone to the
implementation of an energy saving system,” he said.
“We have identified great energy saving
potential. We are evaluating our everyday
activities, on board and ashore, in an effort
to improve our environmental standards
and reduce our energy footprint for the
protection of the environment and society,
and the sustainability of the shipping
industry. We don’t want to leave any stone
unturned.”
“So, we have adopted measures, operational measures, slow steaming procedures
following consultation with the main
engine makers.”
After adopting the various required
measures and procedures identified, Mr
Lourandos notes that all of the company’s
vessels are now operating, as required, at
the slow steaming mode down to around
20 per cent of MCR (Maximum
Continuous Rating). Other small, but significant, changes in performance monitoring have also led to efficiency gains.
“We are also looking at efficient operation of auxiliary machinery, we review the
arrangements we have and how we operate the machinery, and we try and find
more efficient ways and more efficient
procedures for certain auxiliaries,” said
Mr Lourandos.
“One of the first measures we took was
the autopilot upgrade. By upgrading the
autopilot units we could achieve fuel savings in the range of 1.15 per cent. This is
very difficult to measure, it’s a bit impractical, but we’ve seen this from the performance and from the course recorder, so we
believe that we get some savings.”
“Hull monitoring performance and
ships’ performance is monitored, and in
case of deterioration we have underwater
cleaning done by divers. We collect the slip
data, and then we filter it – it’s a difficult
job, but when the slip goes up it means the
hull has fouling. We also confirmed this
data with pictures as well of the hull.”
Allied to these changes have been
improvements in the machinery set-up on
the ships. For example, inverter drives for
the engine room fans have already been
installed on one of the company’s Namura
Suezmax vessels, with the aim of creating
expected energy savings in the range of 30
to 40 per cent – equivalent to €35,000 to
€45,000 per year.
An upgraded Alpha Lubrication system
will be applied on the company’s Samsung
built VLCCs, for more efficient lubrication
at low main engine loads and reduced
cylinder oil consumption, while modification will be carried out to its Namura
Suezmaxes to retrofit stuffing boxes to the
main engines to reduce oil leakages and
potentially save 100 litres of system oil per
day per vessel.
A reduced main engine cylinder oil
lubrication feed rate has also already been
applied to the company’s ships, in tandem
with slow steaming, which has resulted in

both savings in cylinder oil consumption
and an extension of the main engine pistons’ overhauling periods, while the company is also looking to improve propulsion
efficiency by installing energy saving
devices in order to reduce the turbulence
induced by the propeller, accelerate the
hull wake and produce a net head thrust.
These include Becker Ducts, Boss Cap fins
and Stern fins, installed on a number of
different tankers.
On the digital side, Springfield Shipping
has introduced performance monitoring
systems that include getting the Engine Log
Abstract in electronic format, which Mr
Lourandos says enables more efficient monitoring of the overall performance of the
vessel and the daily consumption.
The company has also begun using trim
optimisation systems, and even gone so far
as to use LED lighting in certain places to
reduce energy consumption.

The role of the crew
The long list of measures already implemented by Springfield Shipping gives an
indication of just how many different areas
of operation can benefit from changes
and improvements to the way that energy
is consumed.
However, in Mr Lourandos’ opinion the
most important first step in increasing
energy efficiency comes in altering the
mind-set of the crew on board the ships.

ciency can be a difficult and time consuming task, helping the crew to change is a
more immediate, low cost and practical
way to make small gains.
“Until the time is right to implement the
right technology at the right cost, where we
can get a logical return on our investment,
we have to rely on the crew,” he said.
“If we have to rely on the crew we have
to give them the knowledge and motivation to change the way they are doing their
everyday jobs.”

Future developments
One of the upcoming developments in this
space that should have an impact on the
technology used in energy efficiency management is the European Commission’s
new programme through which it intends
to introduce a monitoring, reporting and
verifying (MRV) system to tackle emissions from shipping vessels in the EU.
In a statement outlining its plans
the Commission said that: “Shipping is
a global industry and needs global solutions to address its environmental footprint. As a result, we are all working
towards an internationally agreed global
solution to decrease greenhouse gas emissions from ships.”
“We believe the optimum system would
be based on real-time, automated and
high-frequency data collection and monitoring throughout the service life of the

Monitoring hull changes can indicate where possible improvements lie
“I think most of the time we are getting
overwhelmed by breakthrough technologies, we tend to underestimate the most
important factor – the human. It’s very
important to promote an energy saving
culture on board,” he said.
“Every energy efficiency measure is
bound to fail if we don’t promote an energy saving culture on board and in our
offices. But this is very difficult, we have to
fight misconceptions and myths and make
the crew feel that they are part of the team,
while helping them realise the cost of energy. We want to encourage them to revert
with their ideas.”
“The great thing about this is that it can
offer great potential for energy saving
without capital investment, without
additional workload. The problem is
human nature in reacting to changes.
It’s hard to make people change their culture, what they believe, even if sometimes
we believe things that are wrong. We
have to persuade the crew, we have to
inspire the crew, motivate and train and
reward them.”
As Mr Lourandos notes, while building
acceptance and allocating funding for
investments in technology to improve effi-

vessel allowing transparent and independent access by all stakeholders to hull performance data.”
Mr Lourandos agrees with the thrust of
this concept, that measuring and understanding the true carbon footprint is the
stepping stone for establishing an energy
management strategy, but notes that an
independent service provider will be
required to monitor and assess the data.
“According to the MRV that will come
into force in 2014 for every voyage in the
European Union, we will have to monitor
specific data by using a specific method,
and we have to report and set benchmarks
to evaluate our efficiency,” he said.
“We have to use methods that are transparent and accurate so they can be presented to stakeholders. It has to be cost
effective, with a minimal administrative
burden, and simple to implement.”
“I can tell you that this is not an easy
task. It will take a lot of effort and dedication because there is a lot of data transported that has to be filtered. We have to know
in advance what parameters we want to
monitor, we have to decide on the collection
method, if it’s automatic or manual.”
Mr Lourandos feels that sending every
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byte of data relating to ship operations to
shore would represent overkill when it
comes to reporting requirements, and
that it is important to get a precise idea
of what information is needed before
this process starts.
“In our opinion, at this time there is
no point transferring all engine room data
to shore. The ship is not a space rocket,”
he said.
“Another thing is that, if I have all the
engine room alarms and everything like
that right in front of me in my office, what
will the responsibility of the captain or the
chief engineer be? I believe that at this
point we have to monitor specific parameters, critical parameters, related to the safety of the vessel or the energy efficiency.”
Apart from the changes in operation
that will be required under EU regulations,
Mr Lourandos identifies a number of other
areas where he expects to see significant
development in the near future – starting
with the introduction of a better breed of
monitoring systems.
“The architecture of current engine
room alarm and monitoring systems,
which are mainly focused on safety alarming, will have to change. I would like personally to see energy management software that would advise the engineer to
switch off unnecessary auxiliary machinery depending on the operation of the vessel,” he said.
“What we are actually doing now is that
I have asked from two manufacturers to
make a simple LCD display where the chief
engineer can select the operational mode
and it will tell him which auxiliary machinery can be stopped. It’s simple, though with
emissions monitoring software, engine efficiency software, and all the data from the
wheel house – it will become more and
more complicated in the future.”
“All this data that is already available
on board will have to be transported back
to the head office and to the port authorities at high speeds. The need for real time
monitoring of critical parameters for energy saving will become more and more
demanding. I think the IT departments will
have an opportunity to play a role in that,
I have a strong feeling about that, that the
IT departments can be more involved in
this new era of data transmission, data filtering – they have to play a more important role in energy efficiency.”
Mr Lourandos is confident that, despite
the difficult times shipping companies are
currently experiencing, the future will be
brighter and that energy efficient shipping
will play a major role in the development
of the industry.
“Global recession is not necessarily a
bad thing from the engineering point of
view. As they say, every cloud has a silver
lining – I think, during these difficult
times, we will have the opportunity to reevaluate the way we manage energy, to
innovate, to evolve, and to implement new
technologies,” he said.
“Recession will give us the opportunity
to improve – and eventually lead to new
job opportunities. After all, what is life
without challenges?”
“The implementation of an energy management system that will promote a prominent role for an energy saving culture on
board is the answer for achieving sustainDS
able shipping.”
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NYA International adds SSAS to MarTrack
www.nyainternational.com
NYA International has added ship security alert system (SSAS) services to
MarTrack, its vessel tracking and threat
monitoring service.
The crisis management consultancy says
that MarTrack is now the only fully integrated fleet and risk management solution
on the market, providing positioning data
using the vessels’ Automatic Identification
System (AIS) signal, Sat C communications
or other mobile tracking devices.
MarTrack WebView presents an electronic S57 maritime chart with live vessel
tracking data, the latest piracy alerts, maritime security and weather information. It
includes a risk assessment and voyage
planning tool, combining vessel details,
risk tolerance criteria and location-specific
mitigation measures with weather, sea
state and recent piracy incident information along any pre-selected route.
The system is underpinned by NYA’s
Operations Centre which provides 24/7
monitoring and support.
“The addition of SSAS services comes
following feedback from organisations
that were looking for a single, consolidated system,” said NYA’s managing director Alex Kemp.
“MarTrack provides this, doing away
with the need for multiple systems and
supplier contracts and giving organisations
everything they need in one place. This
means time and system efficiencies and
could offer significant cost savings too.”

“Maritime security remains top of the
agenda for operators. As the situation has
calmed down in East Africa, it has escalated in West Africa - and it’s a very different
challenge. The good news is that the tools
available to help monitor and manage the
risk are evolving and becoming more
sophisticated. MarTrack is leading the
way in this innovation.”
“We've also developed an enhanced
voyage risk assessment and voyage-planning tool, which combines vessel details,

risk tolerance criteria and location specific
mitigation measures with weather, sea
state and recent piracy incident information along any pre-selected route. This creates a customised, voyage-specific report
that helps inform decision-making and
provides an electronic audit trail. In addition, real time piracy incident alerts,
backed up by support from our 24/7
Operations Centre, help ships to proactively route away from threats at sea
and in port.”

Navico completes
Consilium acquisition
www.navico.com
http://consilium.se
Navico has announced that it has completed the acquisition of Consilium’s radar
business, taking over all operations of the
radar business in Italy, including research
and development, product management
and manufacturing.
Navico and Consilium have also
entered into a sales and distribution agreement. Under the terms of the contract,
Consilium will continue to sell and service
the Consilium Selux radar line as well as
distribute Navico’s complete portfolio of
Simrad Professional products.
“The professional marine market is a
strategic priority for our growth ambitions,” said Leif Ottosson, president &
CEO of Navico Holding AS.
“With the acquisition of Consilium’s
radar business and the sales and distribution agreement, we will obtain a very
strong proven technology and product
portfolio to drive our continued expansion
and success within this sector.”
Navico says that with this acquisition it
adds a team of radar experts from design
to manufacturing and sales to its core staff.
The Consilium research and manufacturing facilities in Italy are now also part of
Navico.

MarTrack will now benefit from additional layers of information

UKHO QR codes to bring paper and digital together
www.ukho.gov.uk

navigational safety information.
Jason Scholey, senior product manager - Charts for UKHO, said: “With the
The United Kingdom Hydrographic
introduction of QR codes to the vast
Office (UKHO) has introduced QR codes
majority of our Standard Nautical
to its portfolio of Standard Nautical
Charts, we have been able to bring the
Charts, allowing users of paper charts to
paper and digital worlds together for the
access chart status information on their
benefit of our customers.”
smartphone or tablet.
“By scanning the QR code on their
All newly printed versions of 3,371
paper chart, they can instantly access
Standard Nautical Charts and Mariners'
online data for that chart. For a shipping
Routing Guides, including Printcompany, this is an invaluable means of
On-Demand charts, now feature a unique
checking how up-to-date a chart is before
QR code.
sending it on to a ship, as well as making
By scanning the chart’s QR code, the
it quicker and easier for a second officer to
user will be taken to the relevant page on
check the status of a chart.”
the UKHO's searchable Notices to
“The QR code will also help from a
Mariners database, NM Websearch, and
compliance perspective by allowing Port
chart status information will be sent to
State Control inspectors to scan the chart
their smartphone or tablet. The chart manwhen they go on-board a vessel, in order
agement tool will help deliver the latest
to see how up-todate it is. This
innovation
uses
new technology to
add further value
to the trusted
Admiralty chart by
making customers’
lives easier and by
making an important contribution
to
navigational
safety.”
A QR or ‘Quick
Response’ code is a
The QR codes link to online information
two-dimensional

bar code with a higher storage capacity
than a traditional bar code. It can be used
to store website URLs that can be scanned,
read and directly accessed on a smart
phone or tablet, using widely available QR
code reader applications.
The UKHO says that it will continue to
add QR codes to its remaining Standard
Nautical Charts and also plans to introduce QR codes to its Mariners’ Routing
Guides.

‘The professional marine market is a
strategic priority for our growth ambitions’
– Leif Ottosson, Navico Holdings

CEACT 2.6.10
www.ceact.com
www.sevencs.com

and offshore.
CEACT also enjoys extended support
for BSB charts including head-up display
to cover remote areas not yet covered by
ENCs.

SevenCs has released a new version of
CEACT (Channel ECDIS, AIS & Course
Trajectory), a navigation software
designed for professional towboats and workboat operations
within the confined waterways
of inland river systems.
Version 2.6.10 introduces a
modernised user interface
aimed at enhancing readability
and user-friendliness.
SevenCs says that advanced
chart rendering allows faster
loading and display of the
chart. The CPA function
includes different types of calCEACT – now with faster loading
culation for rivers, channels
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Fast, intuitive route planning and navigation monitoring
•
•
•

FMD-3200 [19" LCD]

FURUNO provides thoroughgoing ECDIS training:
FURUNO's ECDIS training programs consist of:
X Generic ECDIS training in accordance with IMO ECDIS
Model Course 1.27. Presently, the generic ECDIS training
is only available at INSTC Denmark.
X FURUNO type specific ECDIS training. The FURUNO
type specific ECDIS training is available at INSTC
Denmark, INSTC Singapore and through the NavSkills
network of training centers:

FURUNO Deutschland (Germany), Thesi Consulting
(Italy), GMC Maritime Training Center (Greece), Ocean
Training Center (Turkey), RHME/Imtech Marine (UAE),
Odessa Maritime Training Center (Ukraine), A.S.
Moloobhoy & Sons (India), FURUNO Shanghai (China),
COMPASS Training Center (Philippines) and VERITAS
Maritime Training Center (Philippines)
Please contact INSTC Denmark at:
instc-denmark@furuno.com for further details

FMD-3300 [23.1" LCD]

X Multifunction display capability, featuring
ECDIS, Conning Information Display, Radar/
Chart Radar and Alert Management
X
Instant chart redraw delivered by FURUNO's
advanced chart drawing engine, making
redraw latency a thing of the past
X
Task based operation making the ECDIS
operation simple and intuitive
X
Fast, precise route planning, monitoring and
navigation data management

FURUNO ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
9-52 Ashihara-cho, Nishinomiya, 662-8580, Japan
Phone: +81 (0) 798 65-2111 • fax: +81 (0) 798 65-4200, 66-4622

www.furuno.com
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Kelvin Hughes’ SharpEye for fast ferry
www.kelvinhughes.com
Kelvin Hughes today announced that its
SharpEye radar, which uses a solid-state
transmitting device rather than the conventional magnetron, is now in continuous use on the Francisco ferry, said to be
the fastest in the world.
Named after the Argentinian-born
Pope Francis, the ferry carries up to 1,024
passengers and crew together with 150

cars on a daily basis between Buenos Aires
(Argentina) and Montevideo (Uruguay).
It makes the 116 nautical mile journey
along the River Plate estuary in 2 hours
and 12 minutes.
Francisco was built by Australian shipyard Incat, launched in October 2013 by
Argentina’s president Christina Kirchner,
and is operated by Buquebus of Uruguay.
Powered by gas turbine engines using
LNG as the primary fuel, it has a service

speed in excess of 50 knots.
Kelvin Hughes notes that with a ferry
travelling at speeds of up to 58 knots in a
busy marine traffic area such as an estuary, the ability of the captain to see small
yachts and large vessels alike at the earliest possible opportunity is critical.
“SharpEye in a Sea State 4 can detect a
small yacht at 11 nautical miles where an
equivalent magnetron radar wouldn’t typically pick it up until it was about 6 nauti-

The ferry Francisco was launched in October 2013

Furuno NavSkills CAT approved by ClassNK
www.furuno.com
Furuno has announced that its NavSkills
CAT (Computer Aided Training) distance
learning system has been approved by
ClassNK as fulfilling the requirements for
ECDIS type specific familiarisation training.
The classification society has evaluated
the workstation and software application,
as well as the training system support provided by Furuno, and verified that they
meet the standards specified by the ISM
code subsections of 6.3 and 6.5.
ClassNK has also approved JMS (Japan
Maritime Science), a subsidiary of NYK
Line, as a training facility to provide
ECDIS type specific familiarisation by
using the NavSkills CAT system.
Furuno says that its NavSkills CAT
includes an Instructor On Demand (IOD)
feature allowing the trainee to get access to
an instructor via VoIP. It features physical
replicas of the real ECDIS control panels
used in Furuno’s ECDIS models FEA2807/FEA-2107 and FMD-3200/FMD-3300.
“ClassNK started the Maritime
Education & Training Registration serv-

ice for ECDIS training prior to the phasein of ECDIS mandatory carriage, which
commenced in 2012, and we certified the
class-room training conducted by Furuno
in 2011,” said Koichi Fujiwara, executive
vice president of ClassNK.
“The
certification
of
Maritime
Simulator Systems Registration we issued
for NavSkills CAT this time is our affirmation that the distance learning scheme by
means of Computer Aided Training can
deliver a high quality training programme
and support, comparable to the class room
training.”
Muneyuki Koike, managing director of
Furuno noted that “there has been much
confusion in the market in terms of the
provision of ECDIS type specific familiarisation training amongst the ship owners
and navigators.”
“We hope that, through this recognition,
our end-users will have a clear understanding that the ECDIS familiarisation training
conducted through the NavSkills CAT provides the trainees with the necessary competences to operate the Furuno ECDIS
models in a safe and efficient way.”

cal miles away,” said sales and marketing
director Spike Hughes. “That makes a big
difference when you’re travelling at nearly 60 knots.”
The high-speed ferry is equipped with
S-Band SharpEye solid state, upmast
radar, X-Band radar, MantaDigital radar
processor, MantaDigital ECDIS, voyage
data recorder, and console-mounted displays with control interface, all manufactured by Kelvin Hughes.
The provision of this equipment was
arranged by distributor AMI Marine.
Kelvin Hughes’ commercial representative in Australia, Jim Fraser, said: “AMI
has been a long-standing partner with
Incat and we were delighted to have
the opportunity to provide state-ofthe-art Kelvin Hughes equipment for
the Francisco.”
SharpEye is located upmast. Only
cables, not radar waveguide, are routed
from the antenna to the downmast
equipment area of the vessel. Kelvin
Hughes says that with no magnetron or
maintenance requirements, lifecycle costs
are low.

AIS added to Seall Passage Planner
www.seallecdis.com
www.jargoon.co.uk
Scotland-based company Jargoon reports
that has added an AIS function to its Seall
Passage Planner.
The Seall Passage Planner (SPP) software was launched in November 2013. It
provides AIS (Automatic Identification
System) information by using the SPP
Virtual AIS Radar. This feature allows the
mariner to access the vessel traffic in any
areas within the coverage of the traffic
tracking service, and display the collated
data during passage planning.
A mouse click or touch gesture will provide a virtual sweep of traffic reporting
within a configurable range of the selected

point. Passage plans can then be modified
to avoid areas of traffic congestion.
“Having an accurate passage plan
while being able to monitor other vessels
at the same time will be the perfect combination for securing safety at sea and managing your plan efficiently,” said Des
Neill, director at Jargoon.
“Seall Passage Planner already encompasses other important components to
optimise and increase efficiency in passage planning, but with the latest feature,
Seall Passage Planner will become even
more powerful.”
In addition to the Virtual AIS radar, there
is a search facility that will scan all receivers
in the network, allowing a user to search for
a given vessel by name or IMO number.

AIS information is used to improve vessel traffic awareness

Bogerd Martin, an Antwerp-based
supplier of printed and electronic charts
and marine publications, has opened a
new office in Hong Kong to service companies across Southeast Asia. Former ship

Furuno computer aided training has now been class approved

www.martin.be
www.furuno.com
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manager Enrico S.R. D’souza will head
Bogerd Martin Marine (HK).
Furuno has established a new subsidiary in Italy, which commenced business operations from the 1st of January
2014. Arimar had previously been handling sales and technical service provision
as Furuno’s national distributor in the
country.
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Seeing the same picture is seeing the big picture
Non-profit e-chart provider PRIMAR is the starting point for safe navigation at sea. Through flexible
and innovative distribution platforms PRIMAR supplies the international maritime community
with official Electronic Navigational Charts.
In quiet surroundings, with a view to Western Norway's
picturesque fjords, a small group of experts have the
world at their fingertips. The substantial task of PRIMAR
is to cooperate with a multitude of hydrographic offices
to collect hydrographical data from around the world.
The data is quality checked, before reliable, authorised
and official charts are distributed to all players in the
maritime field to ensure safe and hassle-free navigation
at sea.
Operated by the Norwegian Hydrographic Service,
PRIMAR is dedicated to providing consistent and reliable
electronic navigational charts (ENC) worldwide. PRIMAR
operates the first ever Regional ENC Coordination Centre
(RENC) collecting data from an ever-increasing number of
national hydrographical offices around the world.
PRIMAR’s core aim is to make up-to-date official charts
available to everyone through innovative solutions that
best serve the end-users. This is achieved not only
through close cooperation with hydrographic offices, but
through the innovative technological collaboration with
their global distributor network.

FACTS BOX:
• Non-profit organisation operated by the
Norwegian Hydrographic Service in close
cooperation with the Electronic Chart
Centre (ECC)
• Operates the world’s first Regional ENC
Coordinating Centre (RENC)
• Global provider of consistent and reliable
electronic navigational charts (ENC).
• All ENCs meet IMO’s SOLAS chart and
carriage requirements.
• World-wide ENC database
• Global distributor network
• Provides ENCs to navies, marine pilots,
coast guard, search and rescue, port
control services, commercial shipping
etc.

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
For successful operations at sea it is vital for all
involved parties to see the same reality. PRIMAR’s database of charts with worldwide coverage is available
through a number of user-friendly distributor solutions
to seafarers and all players in the maritime community
on a variety of platforms 24/7. Some of the innovative
solutions are briefly described below.

• Pay As You Sail: In a scenario where a vessel
needs to re-route, PRIMAR supports the Pay As You Sail
(PAYS) solution where updated ENCs with world-wide
coverage are passively stored on the navigation system.
The ship’s crew can access the data for planning purposes. Once the ship chances course, only the charts
used for navigation and reported through a tracking
mechanism are payable. PAYS is a cost-effective and
efficient solution that saves valuable time and money
for shipping companies.
• Web Chart Service: Say you are a desk worker
responsible for the activities of a ship thousands of
miles away. By accessing PRIMAR’s Web Chart Service,
the ENC images you view on your computer screen
are identical to the data the captain sees on the ship’s
navigation instruments. When the service is integrated
with other technical features installed on most vessels
nowadays, such as the Automatic Identification System
(AIS), you can monitor the vessel’s progress and weather
conditions in that exact area. Working with up-to-date
authorised charts during an operation, whether at the
planning stage in an office or on-board the vessel, is the
lifeline to safety and success.

• INSPECTOR is a tool for port-state-control. In a
busy shipping lane, port authority officials need to know
that vessels carry adequate charts to manoeuvre in the
area. Unauthorised, wrongful charts can have serious
consequences. This web-based service gives maritime
authorities access to a vessel’s pool of ENCs and will
assure port authorities that the vessel can undertake its
intended voyage. Carrying authorised ENCs is a safety net
both for a nation’s port control and for the shipping
company. In the event of an accident documenting
the use of authorised charts will carry legitimacy in the
insurance process.

PRIMAR contributes to the Maritime Safety Circle as
all actors in need of chart data have access to the same
charting information

ONE-STOP-SHOP
PRIMAR is a one-stop-shop for operating safely at sea.
The security of using authorised official charts together
with type-approved navigation systems helps prevent
accidents and protects the maritime environment.
Its benefits are undisputable across all sectors of the
maritime industry from fisheries to oil and seismic
operations, leisure cruising, commercial shipping and
search and rescue missions. PRIMAR’s innovative and
flexible solutions, tailored in close collaboration with
their global network of distributors, give all players
in the maritime field the freedom to choose the ENC
platforms best suited for their needs.

Pay As You Sail

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
www.primar.org

Web Chart Service
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Resolve opens engine room simulator
www.resolveacademy.com
www.transas.com
Resolve Maritime Academy in Fort
Lauderdale (Florida) has opened its new
Transas engine room simulator, with classes taking place from January .
The recently installed ERS 5000

TechSim is connected to Resolve’s full
mission bridge simulator, allowing integrated training options for a variety
of courses.
“Connecting the simulators means we
can offer Resource Management and
Integrated Systems training to our
clients,” said David Boldt, simulation

training group manager.
The academy says that the ERS 5000
TechSim has allowed it to expand its
course offerings to engineers from all sectors of the maritime industry including the
offshore, tanker, and cruise sectors.
The Transas ERS meets STCW code
requirements.

The Florida-based centre is now open

£3 million innovation boost for UK maritime and marine sector
www.innovateuk.org
A UK innovation agency has launched an
R&D competition that will see businesses
developing solutions to increase ship efficiency and reduce marine emissions
receive a £3 million boost.
The ‘Vessel Efficiency II: better systems
at sea’ competition opened on January 6th.
It follows a similar competition last year
which attracted total funding requests in
excess of three times the available £7 million budget.
The entries must be collaborative and
business-led. The Technology Strategy
Board (TSB), which runs the competition,

expects to fund industrial research projects
in which a business partner will generally
attract up to 50 per cent public funding for
their project costs (60 per cent for SMEs).
It is a two-stage competition and the
deadline for all expressions of interest is
noon on 5 March 2014.
“The marine industry is of vital importance to the UK economy, contributing
around £19 billion each year, and employing 367,000 people,” said Business and
Energy Minister Michael Fallon as he
announced the opening of the competition.
“We want to encourage the very best in
creativity and innovation within the
industry in order to ensure its long term

Transas FleetView Online to integrate
MeteoGroup weather data

success and global competitiveness.”
The competition is aimed at UK businesses developing solutions to reduce
emissions in naval, leisure and merchant
marine vessels and improve their overall
efficiency.
TSB chief executive Iain Gray said:
“There is huge appetite among UK companies in the maritime and marine sector
to deliver innovation, particularly in
achieving more low carbon and efficient
systems.”
“The number and quality of proposals
submitted last year was excellent and we
look forward to receiving a positive
response to this new competition.”

FleetView Online is a web-based SSAStracking service for processing and distribution of SSAS Alerts, and displays a vessel's position anywhere in the world. It
operates using Transas ShipGuard
Inmarsat D+/ISAT M2M/IsatData Pro terminals as well as with a range of InmarsatC and Inmarsat mini-C terminals installed
on board.
Vessel
tracking
through
Fleet
Broadband and a range of terrestrial and
space-based AIS services is also available.

Transas has announced that it is to integrate MeteoGroup weather data into its
FleetView Online SSAS-tracking software.
Utilisation of weather data from
MeteoGroup in the FleetView Online
(FVO) system will allow users to access
current and 5-day forecasted weather data
over their entire chart folio, displaying sea
conditions such as wind, waves and swell,
current and other weather elements.
Display of these weather
forecasts has already been
implemented on the Transas
Navi-Sailor ECDIS, either
through the company’s NaviPlanner voyage planning software or via an interface
between the Navi-Sailor
ECDIS and MeteoGroup's
SPOS program.
Integration of the systems
allows for similar data presentation and management
across all systems used on
See the weather conditions as you track your vessels
board or ashore.

www.nautissim.com
VSTEP has announced that it has delivered a NAUTIS Offshore Supply Vessel
Simulator and Instructor Station to
Uniwise Offshore Thailand.
Installed at the Uniwise Offshore training centre in Songkhla, southern Thailand,
the simulator will be used for training of
OSV activities and navigation training.
The NAUTIS simulator includes a range of
specific Offshore Supply Vessels from the
Uniwise fleet.
VSTEP says that its OSV Desktop
Trainers provide a 240-degree horizontal
outside field of view, which is normally
only obtained in large Full Mission Bridge
Simulators. The 240° field of view allows
for training of alongside manoeuvres that
require a perfect port or starboard view.
The NAUTIS OSV Desktop Trainer
uses an actual azimuth control box, connected to the PC via USB.
Uniwise Offshore owns and operates
the largest crew boat fleet in the Gulf of
Thailand, supporting the country’s offshore oil and gas activities.
Its Songkhla base houses the main technical centre, with an engine maintenance
facility, a warehouse for critical spares,
and the training centre, through which all
crews must pass.

240˚ views for Uniwise training

Voyager incorporates BP Distance Tables
www.globalnavigationsolutions.com

www.transas.com
www.meteogroup.com

Uniwise purchases NAUTIS
Simulator for OSV Training

Global Navigation Solutions (GNS) has
announced that the latest version of its
Voyager Planning Station will incorporate
the BP Shipping Marine Distance Tables
with immediate effect.
The distance tables are provided by
AtoBviaC. They assist Master Mariners in
accurately calculating routes, and ship
owners in estimating the true cost of a
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planned voyage.
Mike Bailey, head of Product
Development at GNS, said: “These tables
are without doubt the best in the industry
and we are delighted to be working with
AtoBviaC as a quality partner in further
developing Voyager Planning Station as
the leader in its field.”
“We look forward to announcing further enhancements to Voyager Planning
Station during 2014.”

BP Distance Tables can be used in Voyager route planning
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NAVTOR’s ENC service is offered for distribution on the pre-loaded USB-based NavStick,
allowing navigators to instantly download global charts
and licences to the ECDIS, An online synchronisation feature
ensures that the latest updates are always available on demand.
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ULTRAGAS chooses Transas ECDIS
www.transas.com
Transas Marine has announced that it has
been awarded a new contract to extend its
supply of ECDIS to ULTRAGAS, which
owns and operates specialised vessels for

the transportation of LPG (Liquefied
Petroleum Gases) and petro-chemical gases.
ULTRAGAS, which already has
Transas ECDIS on a number of vessels and
newbuilds, has ordered Dual Navi-Sailor
ECDIS Multifunction Display (MFD) sets

with Radar overlay for installation on
board five additional vessels under the
new deal.
The contract also includes delivery of
the Transas Admiralty Data Service
(TADS), official SENC service from
Transas and Admiralty Information
Overlay (T&P Notices to Mariners).
Transas says that it supplied all of the systems in January.

In addition, ULTRAGAS will also be
using the Transas ‘Pay As You Sail’ ENC
licensing service which allows for licensed
access to view and pre-plan voyages on
official charts at no extra cost.
Every Transas MFD workstation is
equipped with ECDIS, Radar, Conning
and weather modules, giving the mariner
the ability to switch between applications
at the touch of a button.

Fugro awarded positioning
contract by DOF ASA
www.fugro.com

Vessels like Happy Bird will install Transas ECDIS. Photo: ULTRAGAS

Fugro has announced that it has won
a contract from DOF ASA for the provision of precise satellite positioning for
the entire DOF fleet of more than 70 vessels globally.
DOF is a Norwegian supply shipping
company that operates offshore vessels
providing services to the offshore

energy sector.
The contract is valid for five years
with another two optional years and also
includes any new vessels in DOF’s fleet.
Fugro will provide three independent
differential Global Navigation Satellite
Systems to DOF. In addition DOF’s
subsea vessels will be equipped with
hardware and software developed
by Fugro.

MEO and Marinsa de Mexico sign GNSS contracts
www.veripos.com
Singapore-based Miclyn Express Offshore
(MEO), a provider of offshore support
vessels across South East Asia, Australia
and the Middle East, and Marinsa de
Mexico have both agreed new contracts
with Veripos for the provision of satellite
positioning services.
MEO’s five-year contract will see the
Veripos GNSS positioning system used to
support its fleet of 27 ships.

Under the terms of the contract,
Veripos will provide the ships with its
Ultra Precise Point Positioning (PPP) service, designed to deliver decimetre-level
accuracies globally, together with associated integrated mobile receivers.
Among the first vessels to be
installed will be MEO’s new 2,000 dwt
platform supply vessels, MEO Ranger
and MEO Resolution, both of which
have been equipped with LD5-GG2
receivers.

Four older vessels have been similarly
configured to receive the Ultra service.
Marinsa de Mexico meanwhile has
awarded Veripos a three-year contract
to supply similar positioning services to
two anchor-handling tug supply (AHTS)
vessels.
Operating in the Bay of Campeche in
Mexico, the Amethyst and Turquoise vessels are being provided with a dual beam
service featuring both GPS and Glonass
capabilities.

Kongsberg supplies Petrofac pipelayer
www.km.kongsberg.com
Kongsberg reports that it has won a contract from shipbuilder ZPMC to supply all
electrical, telecom and integrated control
systems for a deep-water derrick lay vessel
which it is to build for Petrofac UK.
The deal, worth more than NOK 230
million ($37m), was awarded by Shanghai
Zhenhua Heavy Industries (ZPMC) to

Kongsberg Maritime Engineering (KME),
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Norwegian
technology company Kongsberg Maritime.
The new JSD 6000 is to be built at a
ZPMC yard in China for Petrofac UK. Its
design by Ulstein Sea of Solutions integrates J-Lay, S-Lay and derrick functions.
The vessel, suitable for deep and shallow
waters, will be available for construction
and installation activities in early 2017.

The new ship will be fitted with a range of Kongsberg equipment

The Kongsberg contract includes supply and integration of electrical, telecom
and integrated control systems, project
management, interface management and
engineering services at all stages.
In addition, the scope of supply
includes generators, switchboards,
automation, navigation & DP systems,
radio and satellite communications, networking and on board entertainment,
safety technology and monitoring
systems such as a helideck monitoring
system.
"This is a milestone contract for
Kongsberg Maritime Engineering, and
one of the most extensive 'Full Picture'
contracts that Kongsberg Maritime has
secured to date," says Geir Håøy, president, Kongsberg Maritime.
"Our approach of acting as a single supplier for all aspects of maritime vessel
technology combined with being close to
the customer in all major shipbuilding
regions positions us as a natural partner
for large integrated projects and we are
proud to have been chosen to play such an
important part in the development of
Petrofac UK's new unit."
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Corrections, which are encoded in standard RTCM format, can be used directly
with compatible GNSS equipment or
external processing software.
Steve Williams, general manager of
Veripos’s Houston-based Americas
region, said that the Marinsa contract
marked a further stage in the company’s
growing involvement in regional offshore activities extending from those in
Canada and the US to others in Central
and South America.

SRT in Vissim
partnership
www.srt-marine.com
Software Radio Technology (SRT) has
announced that its SRT Marine System
Solutions division has entered into a partnership agreement with Vissim AS of
Norway that will see SRT’s newly
acquired GeoVS 3D Display engine integrated into Vissim’s maritime display
system.
This new product will be promoted to
Vissim’s existing and future customers as
an optional enhancement under the
Vissim brand. SRT will receive licence fees
for each deployment.
"Our GeoVS OEM Plug-in 3D engine
solution enables existing maritime display
systems to be enhanced for the benefit of
our customers and the end users," said
Simon Tucker, CEO of SRT.
"We are delighted to have entered into
this agreement with Vissim who are
recognised as one of the world’s leading
providers of high-end maritime display
systems and look forward to working with
them to bring this new capability to their
customers."
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Groundings make case for BNWAS
With only months to go until the final Bridge Navigational Watch Alarm System (BNWAS) implementation deadline,
it seems that the introduction of the technology can’t come soon enough, as the latest accident reports
point to yet more incidents that could have been avoided if these systems had been used correctly.
In the first of a two-part series Digital Ship looks at the case of the cargo ship Douwent
ince July of 2011 various ship types
have been required, under 2009
amendments to the SOLAS Convention, to install a Bridge Navigational
Watch Alarm System (BNWAS) on board.
The July 2011 deadline related to all
passenger vessels and new vessels in
excess of 150 tonnes, with additional classes of ships having been added in July of
2012 and 2013.
The final deadline for BNWAS implementation is in July of this year, applying
to all vessels between 150 and 500 tonnes.
When that has passed BNWAS should
begin to become a standard part of the fabric of maritime safety.
As a technology, the concept is fairly
straightforward – a BNWAS is an onboard
alerting system which monitors bridge
activity to detect operator incapacity.
An OOW is required to either reset the
system regularly or operate navigation
equipment within certain time intervals.
If the system is not reset as required, visual and audible alarms are generated on
the bridge.
If the OOW does not respond, the
alarm is transferred to other areas of the
vessel to notify crew members of the
OOW’s incapacity.
So, to put it more simply, if there’s
nobody paying attention on the bridge
of the ship, BNWAS should be letting
people know about it. The safety benefits
of a system like this are clear to everybody
that has ever been in any kind of vehicle –
it’s imperative to have somebody present,
attentive and in control to prevent
accidents.
The potential value of the technology
has been demonstrated by a long list of
shipping accidents which could have been

S

prevented if a BNWAS system had been in
use on the bridge of the ships in question.
Regular readers of Digital Ship might
most recently remember, for example, a
report from our September 2013 issue
recounting the details of the groundings of
the vessels Beaumont and Coastal Isle in
separate incidents – both of which could
have been prevented through the proper
application of a simple piece of equipment.
The fact that incidents such as these
continue to happen, despite the fact that
they have been highlighted by the authorities time and time again, should be of
major concern to stakeholders in the maritime industry.
They also perhaps exemplify the frustration that those in the technology sector
have when it comes to dealing with shipping – where even simple and available
technological aids can be wantonly overlooked even in the circumstances for which
they were specifically designed.
Sadly, it seems that more accidents will
have to happen for the message to fully get
through to some shipboard navigators that
this is an essential piece of technology that
can make a significant contribution to
keeping ships off the rocks.

Douwent
The two most recent cases involving
BNWAS reported by the UK’s Marine
Accident Investigation Board (MAIB), in
their comprehensive and revealing accident reports, involved the grounding of
the general cargo ships Douwent (Report
No 4/2014) and Fri Ocen (26/2013) in
separate incidents off the coast of the UK
last year.
In this issue we will examine the circumstances to the grounding of the

Douwent’s GPS Navigator. Photo: MAIB

Douwent – the details of the Fri Ocen case
will be discussed in the Digital Ship April
2014 edition.
Douwent grounded on Haisborough
Sand in the North Sea last year, though
thankfully the vessel was able to be refloated approximately 1 hour later and
anchored in safe water nearby, despite
having lost its rudder during the grounding, and had to be towed by tug to
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, for survey
and repair.
Among the main contributory factors
highlighted by MAIB in its report were the
facts that the OOW was alone on the
bridge and probably fell asleep, and that
the bridge watch alarm was switched off.

The vessel Douwent. Photo: MAIB
Digital Ship March 2014 page 42

The circumstances leading up to the
grounding are described by MAIB in its
report: “At 1840 on 25 February 2013, the
general cargo ship Douwent sailed from
Boston, UK. The vessel was in ballast with
a mean draught of 2.62m and was bound
for Amsterdam, the Netherlands.”
“At 2355, the chief officer took over the
bridge watch from the master. The vessel
was on an autopilot controlled heading of
110° and was making good a speed over
the ground (SOG) of approximately 7.5
knots (kts).”
“Approximately 10 minutes later, the
master left the bridge and went to sleep in
an armchair in his cabin. An able seaman
(AB) was also on watch but he was told by
the chief officer that he was not required to
remain on the bridge so he returned to the
accommodation below.”
“Douwent was rolling in the rough seas
and the chief officer predominantly
remained seated, monitoring the vessel’s
progress against the navigational track displayed on the 3cm radar display. The
bridge heaters were on and the bridge was
warm.”
“During his bridge watch, the chief officer left the bridge on one occasion for
between 4 and 8 minutes to go to the toilet.
He also completed some administrative
tasks on the ship’s computer but did not
plot the vessel’s position on the paper
chart.”
“At 0256, Douwent’s speed decreased
rapidly as the vessel started to take the
ground. By 0300, the chief officer had put
the main engine to ‘full astern’ but the vessel was now stationary.”
Following the grounding of the vessel
MAIB notes that the master immediately
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returned to the bridge and, looking at the
GPS receiver, noticed that the vessel’s position was close to the track on the display,
with a destination of waypoint 90, not
waypoint 48 as he had expected.
The master then plotted the position
displayed on the GPS receiver onto the
paper chart, confirming that the vessel was
in fact located in the very shallow water on
Haisborough Sand.
Manoeuvring Douwent between ‘full
ahead’ and ‘full astern’, together with maximum rudder movements, the master managed to re-float the ship, but in the process
lost the ship’s rudder and required the
assistance of a tug to continue to
Rotterdam.

The rudder was broken. Photo: MAIB

Clearly, given the equipment on board
this ship, such an incident should have
been allowed to happen.
As MAIB notes, Douwent’s bridge navigation equipment included an echo
sounder, a GPS Navigator GP-150 receiver,
a GPS Shipmate RS 5700 receiver that was
used to provide positional data to the vessel’s AIS, a 3cm radar display sited on the
starboard side of the bridge and a 10cm
radar display on the port side.
Even more significantly the vessel was
equipped with a watch alarm – the very
piece of technology designed to detect an
absence of action on the bridge.
Unfortunately, usage of the bridge
equipment during the watch was somewhat less than adequate, as the MAIB
report explains.
“During the chief officer’s bridge watch
on 26 February 2013, the port radar display, the watch alarm and the echo
sounder were switched off. The starboard
radar display was generally set at the 6nm
range scale, offset to the west-north-west
and orientated north-up.
“In addition to radar information, the
starboard radar display also showed information from the GPS Navigator GP-150
including the track and distance to the next
selected destination. The destination could
be set on the GPS receiver by cursor, by
man overboard or event position, by waypoint and by route.”
“The GPS was fitted with a cross track
error facility but this was turned off. The
receiver’s arrival alarm was switched on

and was set to activate at a radius of 200m
from the destination waypoint.”
The circumstances of this incident are a
stark reminder that, no matter how much
innovative technology is introduced
onboard ship to improve safety, it is the
culture of the crew itself that will determine
how well these systems are applied, if at all.
The inadequate safety culture on the
vessel was also evidenced by the crew’s
use of navigational charts, as described by
the MAIB report.
“The passage from Boston to
Amsterdam was planned by the chief officer during the morning of 25 February
2013 using a library of waypoints stored in
the vessel’s … GPS Navigator GP-150. The
waypoints of the voyage plan were entered
as a route in the GPS. The voyage plan was
signed by the master and the chief officer.”
“The waypoints and tracks for the voyage, along with the waypoints and tracks
for other regularly used routes between
the UK and north-west Europe, had
already been drawn on the navigation
charts in ink.”
“The master did not check the route on
the navigational charts, which were relatively old and well used. Consequently,
the crew preferred not to mark them where
possible. Therefore, it was not normal
practice to routinely plot the ship’s position during a voyage.”

Analysis
MAIB’s analysis of the of the circumstances described in its report suggests that

the grounding of the Douwent was the
result of a litany of errors.
With regard to navigation of the vessel,
MAIB says that: “When Douwent was in
the vicinity of Waypoint 26 at 0048, the
vessel’s heading should have been altered
to make good a course of 120° in order to
follow the intended passage plan towards
Waypoint 48. However, it is evident from
the AIS data that Douwent’s heading
remained between 111° and 113°.”
“This was almost certainly because
Waypoint 90, rather than Waypoint 48, had
been displayed as the next destination on
the GPS. The master noticed that Waypoint
90 was selected when he looked at the GPS
shortly after he arrived on the bridge and
Douwent’s COG between midnight until
the vessel grounded was 107°, which was
the course required between Waypoint 26
and Waypoint 90.”
“As the destination set in the … GPS
could be selected by route or by waypoint,
it is feasible that Waypoint 90 was set
either because Waypoint 48 had been accidentally omitted from the route in the GPS
(the resulting difference in the total distance was only about 1 mile) or because
Waypoint 90 was selected instead of
Waypoint 48 as the vessel passed
Waypoint 26.”
“The chief officer input the waypoints
into the GPS route and he was also on
watch on passing Waypoint 26. Therefore,
both of these possibilities would have been
the result of lapses on his part.”
In terms of voyage monitoring, MAIB
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Extract of chart showing the intended route and the route followed. Photo: MAIB / UKHO

describes as “puzzling” the fact that for
two hours after passing Waypoint 26 the
chief officer did not notice that the ship
was not following the intended route.
The report suggests that: “This was
most likely due to his reliance on GPS,
which in turn contributed to a lack of stimulus. Ultimately, this probably resulted in
him falling asleep. As a consequence, the
chief officer did not see the Mid Haisbro
lateral mark, which would have been clearly visible as Douwent approached

Haisborough Sand, in time to take successful avoiding action.”
“The chief officer only monitored
Douwent’s GPS position against the tracks
shown on the GPS receiver and on the 3cm
radar display. He did not plot the ship’s
position on the paper chart. Consequently,
he would have assumed that the vessel
was on or close to its intended track. The
chief officer would also have not been
associating the visible lights and navigational marks with the lights and navigation

marks shown on the paper chart.”
MAIB’s report goes on to describe the
environment on the bridge in the hours
leading up to the grounding, as well as the
chief officer’s previous working pattern –
unfortunately almost perfect to encourage
a nap.
“Although the chief officer completed
some minor tasks during the watch, he
remained seated for most of the time.
There were no vessels causing concern and
the next waypoint and course alteration
was over 90 miles ahead,” the report says.
“Furthermore, the bridge was warm,
the vessel was rolling and the chief officer
was probably fatigued to some degree
after travelling overnight from Poland and
not sleeping well during his 2 nights on
board. In such conditions, it is likely that
he fell asleep for an extended period of
time. Indeed, given the absence of any
marked course change during the chief
officer’s watch, the possibility that he fell
asleep even before the vessel reached
Waypoint 26 cannot be dismissed.”
“Research has shown that alertness and
performance tend to be at their lowest during the early hours of the morning. The
human circadian rhythm is synchronised
with the normal pattern of daytime wakefulness and sleep at night. Adjustment of
the rhythm can be achieved during exposure to consecutive night watches over a
period of time. In this case, this was the
chief officer’s first watch on board since
returning from leave, and therefore the
risk of fatigue was high.”

In such circumstances MAIB points to
the clear evidence that, in this case, an
active BNWAS would have prevented the
grounding, noting that: “As it is likely that
both the presence of the lookout on the
bridge and the utilisation of the watch
alarm would have prevented the chief officer from sleeping for an extended period,
the failure to implement these important
precautionary measures was significant.”
The analysis of the MAIB in this case
quite clearly points the finger at the lack
of a proper safety culture on board the
vessel Douwent, and this is something
which has its root causes in a number of
different areas.
In many cases such as these, accidents
can be a result of a number of minor failures, compounding to lead to more significant overall consequences. The overall
safety culture in place on the ship and
within the company will no doubt contribute to the prevalence of such mounting errors.
However, the evidence in the Douwent
case shows that, even in situations like this,
the use of a simple piece of technology like
BNWAS can make the difference between
being part of the crew of a careless ship,
and part of the crew of a grounded ship.
The technology is available as an aid,
and to alert the crew when some of these
mounting issues have reached a level that
threatens their safety. In such circumstances it is hard to argue against the
equipment as a sound and valid piece of
DS
mandatory technology.
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e-Navigation – the route to maritime sustainability
Innovative geospatial solutions can minimise the risk of accidents at sea, as well as the environmental impact
of growing maritime trade – but maximum benefit will be gained if the private and public sectors
can cooperate closely, writes Celine Roux, Jeppesen
oday’s state-of-the-art vessel and
voyage optimisation solutions integrate several geospatial data types
to provide the navigator with the safest,
most efficient route possible. Fuel consumption and the resultant emissions are
thus minimised, as are groundings and
collisions, which means less oil spills and
drifting containers.
The very best technologies plan a route
by taking into account key parameters like
vessel structure, weather predictions and
marine cartography. They then enable a
mariner to reassess the route on the basis
of real-time data updates for wind, wave,
currents and charts delivered directly to
the ship via satellite.
Such an optimisation solution would
ideally use a ship-specific model of a ship’s
motion, engine and propeller characteristics to recommend speed and heading
changes. In this way ship motions are managed according to wave and wind forecasts
(see picture, right).
This helps the captain make decisions
en route to minimise heavy weather damage. He can also download the latest ocean
area forecasts and recalculate passage
plans as new forecasts become available or
operational requirements change.
The route optimisation is performed on
a user-defined grid using a weather assembly process (harmonised weather data
from various sources) and taking into
account safe operating limits imposed by
the mariner and ship responses (Chen,
2011). A histogram is then produced,
which can be used to minimise fuel consumption for a range of arrival times.
Many other geospatial tools, including
those for automatic routing, under keel
clearance, and tide/current optimisation,
are also now fully operational and available to the mariner.
Recent technological developments allow
a mariner to access near real-time information even at great distances from the coast.
Various data originators produce data
streams containing information like weather
predictions, wave heights or nautical chart
updates which can be transmitted to a ship
via radio broadcasts or satellite links.
For the vessel and voyage optimisation

T

process to be possible, these data streams
need to be harmonised. Then, in order to
create situational awareness for the mariner,
the resulting information needs to be displayed in an easily understandable format.

e-Navigation
As defined by the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), e-Navigation is “the
harmonised
collection,
integration,
exchange, presentation and analysis of
maritime information on board and ashore
by electronic means to enhance berth-toberth navigation and related services, for
safety and security at sea and protection of
the marine environment” (IMO, 2009).
This information also needs to be delivered in a timely manner by combining realtime geospatial data streams from various
data originators with marine vector cartography. The IMO aims to manage these
homogenous data streams and the coordinated implementation of such new maritime
capabilities via the e-Navigation framework.
Various parties and means of transmission are involved in the production and
distribution of maritime safety information: Hydrographic Offices produce the
cartographic base layer available to vessels
as a core database and issue additional
updates as necessary; in trafficked areas,
Maritime Safety Administrations broadcast traffic information to all ships using
their Automatic Identification Systems
(AIS), together with aids to navigation status updates, for instance.
The
International
Hydrographic
Organisation (IHO) started working on the
S-100 data model in 2001 to harmonise existing and future data streams on board vessels.
As the IHO director, Rear Admiral
Gilles Bessero stresses, “S-100 has been
developed to provide a contemporary
hydrographic geospatial data standard
that can support a wide variety of hydrography related digital data sources, thereby
enabling the easier integration of hydrographic data and applications into geospatial solutions” (Bessero, 2013).
This data model is compliant with the
ISO 19100 series of geographic standards.
It will thus ensure the compatibility as well
as the merging capacity of data streams

Polar diagram showing safe speed and heading
produced by various data originators
(IHO, 2010), emitted by different means
and received by the multiple systems on
board the vessel.
An e-Navigation test bed, partly based
on the S-100 data model, has been developed and implemented for maritime safety
information, meteorological and hydrodynamic data, as well as Notices to Mariners
(Olsen, 2012).
In it, this data was conveyed by AIS and email to the bridge and displayed directly on
the Electronic Chart Display and Information
System (ECDIS) as shown in the picture
below left.

Private-public
cooperation
The key to the successful implementation
of e-Navigation is well-established and
efficient private-public cooperation (PPC).
Public bodies produce reliable and highquality geospatial information that is a necessary input to geospatial solutions. For
example, official marine vector cartography
constitutes the base layer of e-Navigation
and geospatial optimisation algorithms.
Unfortunately, its availability to the private sector is still restricted in some areas.
REFERECES
Bergmann, M., 2012. The importance of
private-public co-operation in the development of the maritime sector. E-maritime conference, Brussels, Belgium.
Bessero, G., 2013. Presentation on ‘IHO S100: an essential contribution to maritime
spatial planning and e-navigation’, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Chen, H., 2011. Paper on ‘Voyage optimization versus weather routing’.

Private-public cooperation can sometimes go further than simple data access,
for example when the private sector provides tools and services to data originators
to help them improve their data gathering
and information consolidation.
While public sector organisations manage
public interest, as well as create and maintain
regulations, private sector organisations
are well equipped to develop innovative
products and manage product lifecycles.
Private-public cooperation allows both
partners to focus on their core competences and perfect their delivery in these
areas (Bergmann, 2012).
Roles and responsibilities between the
partners should be clearly defined and the
private sector has to respect the authority
of the data originator. Both parties should
acknowledge their respective competences
and communicate regularly to build a
strong relationship.
Such PPC allows for full concentration on
the common goal and optimal innovation.
Partnerships of this kind are vital for
developing the state-of-the-art geospatial
solutions needed to minimise both the risk
of accidents at sea and the environmental
impact of growing maritime trade.
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KNS Z-SERIES MK3 in 2014
"Combat ready" MK3 antennas are built on a Military-grade hardware platform. The state-of-the-art MK3 antennas
offer enhanced M&C capabilities & the integrated ALL-IN-ONE PCU will keep you extremely efficient. MK3 antennas
also allow users to access the controller by Wireless-Bluetooth connections on a web-based software.

KNS WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM
Time Consuming and Inefficient

More Control, Better Efficiency
and Reduced Cost

1

ACU

One Person

WIRELESS ACU CONTROL SYSTEM

Labor Costs Increase and Efficiency Reduced

The new MK3 antennas are accessible via Bluetooth technology. Connectivity via Bluetooth eliminates the time and energy for a technician to run
below deck and make adjustments to the ACU and
run back above deck to check all settings. KNS
MK3 antennas can be connected via wireless
Bluetooth technology up to about 100 meters from
the radome.
The KNS Self Diagnostic mode can be selected
from the paired computer to check all settings and
movements of the antenna after service has been
conducted through a wireless Bluetooth connection.
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